
CHAPTER 5

THE CREATION OF THE
TREATY SYSTEM

PERSPECTIVES ON THE TREATY SYSTEM

The unequal treaty system was set up in China at a time when the Chinese
common people did not participate in a national political life. In the middle
decades of the nineteenth century they were still schooled in the traditional
ways of Confucian culturalism: government was an affair of the emperor
and his officials, supported by the local elite. A modern type of national-
ism received little expression under this old order. Instead, the Ch'ing
regime was primarily concerned to retain the loyalty of the Chinese
landlord-scholar ruling class and with its help to suppress any disorder or
anti-dynastic rebellion that might arise among the rural populace. In this
context the pacification of British rebels on the seacoast was at first a
marginal, relatively minor problem. The Ch'ing aim in the late 1830s had
been simply to stop an evil, the Anglo-Indo-Chinese opium trade.

This trade, constantly supplied by the British government opium
manufacture in India, was to have a life of more than a century, until
given up in 1917. The most long-continued and systematic international
crime of modern times, it provided the life-blood of the early British in-
vasion of China. For the first war the leading opium traders not only
helped Palmerston work out the aims and the strategy, they also supplied
some of the wherewithal: opium vessels leased to the fleet, captains lent
as pilots and other staff as translators, hospitality always available as well
as advice and the latest intelligence, and silver from opium sales exchanged
for bills on London to meet the army and navy expenditures. Since opium
found Chinese distributors as rapidly as it seduced addicts, the British,
Indian, American and other drug merchants had only to bring it to China,
and the Chinese would do the rest without involving the British govern-
ment.

That government's aim in the treaty settlement was a more general one,
to get rid of the institutional structures of the tribute system. The Treaty
of Nanking, 1842 abolished the restriction of Sino-foreign trade to Canton
and to the licensed Cohong monopoly there, and inaugurated state-to-
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214 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

state diplomatic relations. Indian opium and foreign aggression had
begun to break down the barriers of China's exclusiveness. China having
lost the war, the opium evil continued to grow, while the British, having
won, tried to create new institutions for Sino-foreign contact. This they
did during the next two decades, sometimes in concert and sometimes in
conflict with the Ch'ing court and Chinese local officials, as well as with
Frenchmen, Americans and Russians. The growth of these new institu-
tions from 1842-4 to 1858-60 centred in the five early treaty ports.

The two decades of the 1840s and 1850s constituted the first phase of a
new order in China's foreign relations. From the Western point of view,
it was a creative and beginning phase in which an institutional structure
was gradually worked out. Later phases saw the treaty system grow into
a more and more important element in the Chinese state and society.
From the modern Chinese point of view, the treaties were vehicles of
imperialist invasion. In the succeeding generation from the 1860s to the
1890s the treaty ports became urban centres of a Sino-foreign condomi-
nium and hybrid culture, all of which had an increasing effect on China as
a whole. In the third generation from the 1890s to the 1920s the foreign
influences transmitted primarily through the treaty ports became an in-
vading flood that contributed heavily to the disruption and transforma-
tion of China's traditional state and society. This period saw the emergence
within the ports of a bourgeoisie and sprouts of liberalism. Foreign
activity within China reached a high point. Finally, the fourth generation
from the 1920s into the 1950s saw the treaty system first largely supplan-
ted by Japanese aggression and then superseded by the Communist-led
revolutionary order of a new day. Continuing over so crowded a century,
the system had gone through several phases.

The treaty system interlude in modern China thus occurred during a
century of 'dynastic interregnum' when the central power of Ch'ing
dynastic rule declined, political disorder ensued, and a new central power
was by degrees re-established under a radically different system of party
dictatorship. This was eventually combined with the political activation
of the rural and urban masses and the widespread application of modern
technology for economic growth. In this broad perspective the treaty
century saw the onset and then the height of imperialist penetration of
China as well as the phases of the Chinese people's increasingly-revolution-
ary response to it. Under the treaties, China's sovereignty was increasingly
impaired; with the rise of nationalism and revolution, it was by degrees
reasserted. In this process of challenge and response, the treaty ports be-
came the main foci, although at the start they were merely peripheral
centres of coastal trade and foreign contact. The formative decades of the
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PERSPECTIVES ON THE TREATY SYSTEM 215

treaty system in the 1840s and 1850s must therefore be seen as the opening
phase in an intricate and portentous growth of foreign influence on
Chinese life, even though this era of foreign influence, special privilege,
domination and eventual exploitation, was itself only an interlude in the
continuing history of the Chinese people.

One principal task incumbent upon present-day students of mid-
nineteenth-century Chinese-Western relations is to keep realistically in
view the mid-nineteenth-century 'West' with which China had to deal.
The West of that day was still primarily agricultural and from today's
point of view 'undeveloped' in respect of industry, transport, com-
munications, literacy, medicine, public health and the degree of demo-
cratic participation in political life. Britain, for example, had a population
of 22 millions at mid-century. But its government and public life were
still dominated by some 500 aristocratic families, who owned about half
the total acreage, while some 1,300 gentry and landed commoners owned
much of the rest. Despite the Reform Bill of 1832, Britain at mid-century
was still a country run by this wealthy nobility who had skilfully coopted
the new leaders of business, while rapid population growth steadily
added to the impoverished mass of landless and voteless labourers on the
farms and in the new city slums.

The domestic rebellion and disorder in mid-century China seemed to be
the exact opposite of the contemporary British progress in producing
coal, iron, textiles, and railways. Yet in human terms of welfare and
security, the Chinese populace before the rebellions and the British masses
entering city and factory life, may not have been so far apart as has been
generally assumed. The real contrast between the 400 millions of China
and the 22 millions of Britain lay first, in the motivation of their ruling
classes, and second, in the power available to them.

Both the motivation and the power of the British invaders of China
derived from British India. The leading agency houses in China had
developed as offshoots of the older-established East India agency houses
that proliferated in London, Bombay and Calcutta after the India trade
was opened to them in 1813. Leaders of the British community in Hong
Kong - Jardine, Matheson, Dent and others - came from this background
and did their business with friends and relatives - often Scotsmen - who
were their correspondents in the other centres of British trade. This
entrepreneurial community not only went into banking, insurance and
shipping but also developed its own free press and espoused the ideals of
free trade1 a generation before its triumph in Britain with the repeal of
the corn laws in 1846 and the navigation laws in 1849. The private traders'

1 Michael Greenberg, British trade and the opening of China, 1800-1842, ch. 6.
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2l6 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

ideals were acquisitive, aggressive and sanctioned by religious faith. (As
an opium-ship captain noted in his journal: 'Dec. 2. Employed delivering
briskly. No time to read my Bible.')2

British military power in China was, from the first, Anglo-Indian.3 The
war against the Afghans in 1839-42 overshadowed the war in China.
Warfare against the Sikhs in 1845-8 continued to expand British rule in
India. Before coming to China in 1841 Sir Henry Pottinger had received
a baronetcy for his work in Sind, which was annexed in 1843. In short, by
the time the British used force in China their style and values had been
shaped by successful experience in India. They came as a ruling elite,
superior, self-confident, often arrogant, thoroughly convinced that the
secret of power was prestige - the reputation of having power in reserve,
and being ready to use it when necessary. They were also accustomed to
developing their trade by dealing with local aristocrats and finding
collaborators among them.

During the mid-century decades, British China policy was chiefly
guided by Lord Palmerston, who was either foreign secretary or prime
minister during two-thirds of the thirty-six years from 1830 to 1865.4 His
talented energy was devoted not only to Britain's national interest but also
to the middle-class cause of liberal constitutionalism. In protecting the
Ottoman Empire against Russian expansion he made use of the concert of
Europe. While China was peripheral to his main concerns, Palmerston's
policy there had similar tendencies - to demand constitutional rights for
British citizens, by force if necessary, and to act in concert with the other
powers, always 'convinced that right and justice were on his side'.'

In this context of British self-confidence, the new treaty system in China
was intended partly to foster the established interests, and partly to express
the ideals, of Britain's worldwide commercial expansion. Specifically, the
British aim was to give stability and opportunity to the triangular trade
between British India, China and the British Isles. This meant safeguard-
ing the China market for Indian opium exports and the Chinese supply of
teas and silks for London. But the instinct of the British treaty makers
was to find security for trade (which they believed would help the spread
of modern civilization to all peoples) in the rule oilaw (which they felt was

2 John K. Fairbank, Trade and diplomacy on the China toast, 69, quoting Jardine Matheson and Co.
archives.

> Peter Ward Fay, The Opium War 1840-1842, pt 3; Jack Beeching, The Chinese Opium Wars,
132.

4 Palmerston was foreign secretary November 1830-December 1834, April 1835 - September
1841 and July 1846 - December 18 51. He was prime minister February 1855- February 1858
and June 1859-October 1865.

! Sir Charles Webster, The foreign policy of Palmerston 18)0-1841, 792. Britain's China policy
has not yet been studied in its global context.
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PERSPECTIVES ON THE TREATY SYSTEM Z1J

of universal validity and applicability). The first treaties thus emerged as a
charter of rights primarily for merchants.

Some of these rights were those normally accorded to foreign treaty-
power nationals within the European state system, such as the reciprocal
right to 'enjoy full security and protection for their persons and property
within the Dominions of the other' state (Treaty of Nanking, article i ) ;
or the right of British subjects in China 'to reside . . . with their families
and establishments' at the five ports and to trade there 'without molesta-
tion or restraint' (article 2). These individual rights of residence and trade,
normally expected to be granted between sovereign states in the nine-
teenth century, had also been granted in general practice to foreign
nationals in China for many centuries past, but they had not been so fully
codified in treaties. In 1689 the Sino-Russian Treaty of Nerchinsk had pro-
vided for reciprocal rights of travel and trade (article 5), but the final
commercial settlement in the Treaty of Kiakhta in 1727 (article 4) had
provided for a strictly-controlled and regulated trade by caravan to
Peking or at two frontier emporia, in a manner comparable to the Canton
system before 1842.6

Most of the new British treaty rights projected on to the coast of China
the ideals of free trade: that British merchants should have access to a
free market and trade 'with whatever persons they please', as opposed to
trading with an official trade monopoly (Treaty of Nanking, article 5),
and that they should be taxed according to a ' regular Tariff of Export and
Import Customs and other Dues . . . publicly notified and promulgated
for general information' (article 10).7 In order to realize these ideals in
practice in the coastal ports of China, the British asserted a number of
ancillary rights which taken together constituted a system of consular
jurisdiction over British nationals (extraterritoriality), backed by the
presence of naval vessels. In this way a new foreign sociery-cum-power-
structure gradually found lodgment and grew up on the China coast.

One secret of the British success in China was the tacit community of
interest between the British and Ch'ing administrators. Each side represen-
ted a conquering power that had learned to rule its conquests by qualities
of moral commitment and administrative skill. The superior moral prestige
of the ruler of course lay at the heart of imperial Confucianism, the ideology
of the Ch'ing state. The treaty settlement was thus a modus Vivendi worked
out between representatives of two aristocratic, British and Manchu,
empires. In this respect Pottinger and Ch'i-ying understood each other.
6 Joseph Sebes, S.J., Tbe Jesuits and the Sino-Russian Treaty of Nerchinsk (1689), 154, 285, citing

W. Fuchs; Mark Mancall, Russia and China, their diplomatic relations to 1728, 252.
7 On these points the Chinese and English texts of the Nanking Treaty substantially agree; see

China, Imperial Maritime Customs, Treaties, conventions etc. between China and foreign states.
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2l8 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

Behind Ch'i-ying's appeasement programme of negotiation at Canton
stood the senior grand councillor and top Manchu official at Peking,
Mu-chang-a (1782-1856), who had emerged in the 1830s as the Tao-
kuang Emperor's chief minister (see page 146). They were the same age
and very intimate. Mu-chang-a had held nearly every post of power and
profit in Peking. He had opposed Lin Tse-hsii's root-and-branch anti-
opium policy, and stood behind the conciliatory efforts of his fellow-
bannermen Ch'i-shan and Ch'i-ying. Like them, he knew little of the
provinces, the real China, but kept his eyes sedulously on the Ch'ing
dynastic interest. To deal with non-Chinese on China's borders had been
a Manchu speciality throughout the building of the Ch'ing empire; it
continued to be so in the 1840s. Like tribal chieftains on China's land
frontiers, the British were taken into the power structure of China's
maritime frontier. The future growth of British power could not be fore-
seen.

THE TREATY SETTLEMENT OF I 8 4 2 - 4

In the post-Nanking negotiations which worked out the details of the
British treaty system in 1842-3, the two sides had very different aims
within the framework of their preliminary agreement at Nanking. After
their initial fears that Britain had territorial designs, the Ch'ing negotiators
had become convinced that the British sought only trade, not territory, just
as they claimed. China's aim was therefore to appease the British with trade
concessions but to set precise treaty-based limits to their activities and so
keep them under control through material inducements. This was an appli-
cation of the well-established cbi-mi or ' loose rein' policy so often employed
against the barbarians of Inner Asia. It combined two things: (1) concessions
of commerce and personal intercourse, to buy off the foreign warriors with
trade privileges and friendship, and (2) the setting of limits, by invoking
the rules of civilized hierarchic behaviour and China's general cultural
superiority. The treaties, once made, could also be invoked to set limits.

Were these conventional tactics, designed to neutralize warlike out-
siders, accompanied by any rethinking of Ch'ing policy towards the West?
The Court record offers little new. But outside the appeasement-minded
Ch'ing establishment, vigorous minds responded. Most notable was Wei
Yuan, a reformer devoted to making the old administrative system work.
Wei had already had experience seeking to reform the key sectors of grain
transport and the salt gabelle (see page 148). He now turned his attention
to the problem of the outer world.

Using translated materials given to him by his friend Lin Tse-hsii in
mid-1841, Wei Yuan organized new and old data to make an Illustrated
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THE TREATY SETTLEMENT OF I 842 -4 219

treatise on the maritime kingdoms (Hai-kuo t'u-chih). He pictured the eastward
extension of European trade and fortified ports, and its upsetting impact
on China's south-east Asian tributaries. This led to disorder on the China
coast. It should be countered by inducing the Europeans to check one
another and the Asian states to resist them. China should use Western
weapons and training in self-defence and also build up her own maritime
power. Completed shortly after the war, along with his companion history
of Ch'ing military exploits {Sheng-wu chi), Wei's work, though often mis-
informed, was a many-faceted pioneer effort to get a new focus on the
problems posed by international trade and Western gunboats.8 Though
Wei Yuan expanded his Treatise in a last edition of 1852, his wide-ranging
look at the world outside China was soon overshadowed. Reforms to
help China face the Western onslaught gave way to the dynasty's struggle
simply to survive rebellion.

Ch'ing negotiators in the decade after Nanking therefore used their
traditional repertoire of tactics on a day-to-day basis with a minimum of
intellectual creativity. They tried to keep their foreign adversaries in an
inferior position in terminology and matters of protocol - for example, by
granting interviews only in the demeaning environment of a warehouse
or only with junior officials. When forced to it, they could make con-
cessions only as acts of benevolence without acknowledging foreign
rights. The representatives of the Ch'ing empire could also explain the
impossibility of actions that might arouse overt popular opposition, a
concept readily intelligible to the rulers of India. But the initial effort was
to use personal friendship.

The imperial clansman Ch'i-ying, who handled the new treaty relations
from 1842 to 1848, had approached his task in the spirit of the ancient
classic on the Art of War, the Sun-tv^u, 'if you know yourself and know
your adversary, a hundred battles will be a hundred victories'. This
pithy aphorism {chih chi, chihpi, pai chan, pat sbeng) became the slogan of the
era. As Ch'i-ying put it, 'to control the barbarians, one must first know
their nature. . . . It is like the men who catch tigers in Kirin province. In
their hands they have no bits of iron. They just take a leather robe and
put it over the tiger's head and so the tiger is caught alive. . .. Today, if
we thoroughly know their nature, we can get hold of their minds and
subdue their courage.'9 But Ch'i-ying's application of this strategy was

8 On cbi-mi see Lien-sheng Yang in John K. Fairbank, ed. Tbe Chinese world order, 51-3. On
Wei Yflan, articles by Jane Kate Leonard and Peter M. Mitchell in MAS, 6.2 (April 1972)
151-204; Wang Chia-chien, Wei Yuan lui Hsi-fang tijen-sbib cbi cb'i bai-fangssu-bsiang.

0 Memorial from Ch'i-ying received 19 May 1842, IWSM Tao-kuang (hereafter, IWSM-TK),
47.22b; 23b line 10-243 line 41. Cp. Sun-t%u, 3, 'Mou-kung', cited in Samuel B. Griffith,
Sun Tyi: /be art of war.
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22O THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

one-dimensional. Instead of studying writings on Britain's commercial
expansion, he tried first to control the British headman with the bonds of
friendship. In his correspondence with Pottinger and especially in his
unprecedented five-day visit to Hong Kong in June 1843, the imperial
commissioner was most ingratiating. He affected a great intimacy with
Sir Henry, addressing him in letters as his 'yin-t'i-mi-t'e friend' (i.e.,
borrowing the English term in sound). He even expressed the desire to
adopt his eldest son and secured an exchange of the portraits of their
wives (Ch'i-ying later explained to the emperor that 'the English bar-
barians think much of women and little of men'). The virtuosity of his
barbarian-taming is indicated in his parting communication to the British
plenipotentiary. It reads almost like a love letter.

We two have now been engaged in the same work for upwards of a year, and
have alone been known to each other as men whose hearts are entirely devoted
to their country: thus actuated by no selfish motives, influenced by no wish to
deceive, in speaking or transacting business our hearts appear to be stamped
with each other's impress, so that there is nothing which we may not consult
about; in time it may be said of us, tho' our persons seem two yet our hearts are
absolutely as one. ... The time of parting is at hand and I know not in what
year or in what spot I may again have the pleasure of meeting you face to face,
the thought of which is almost insupportable.10

This performance by a Manchu grandee was in the great tradition of
personal diplomacy by which a militarily weaker but culturally superior
Chinese ruling class had often coopted and neutralized barbarian invaders.
If Pottinger had been a Mongol, Ch'i-ying's procedures might have
amazed him less, for they echoed the ancient record of China's foreign
relations. For example, Han appeasement of the aggressive Hsiung-nu
had used the ho-cb'in 'peace and friendship' policy by which China paid
the Hsiung-nu fixed annual gifts (plus a Chinese princess for the chieftain)
in return for a pledge to stop raiding the border. Ho-ch'in was 'another
type of "unequal treaty" in Chinese history' which reappeared at times
of China's military weakness. When the Han succeeded in moving from
ho-ch'in relations to the full tribute system, they ' required a hostage prince
from the Hsiung-nu as a surety of their submission.' •» Ch'i-ying (Keying
in British dispatches), having no son himself, proposed to adopt Pottin-
ger's and take him to Peking. Told that the boy must first finish schooling
in England, he replied, 'Very well, he is my adopted son from this day -
Frederick Keying Pottinger.'12

British aims in the negotiations of 1842-3 were both more simple and
10 Ch'i-ying to Pottinger in Pottinger's 142 of 1843, FO 17/70.
11 Ying-shih Yii, Trade and expansion in Han China, 10, 43.
" Pottinger's 74, 5 July 1843; 85, 19 July, FO 17/68; also Pottinger's 142 of 1843, FO 17/70,

cited in Fairbank, Trade and diplomacy, i . m - 1 2 .
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THE TREATY SETTLEMENT OF 1 8 4 2 - 4 221

concrete, and more far-reaching - to establish by treaty law a system of
rights which would facilitate British expansion in trade and contact
generally. The most immediate concern was with commercial oppor-
tunity, just as Jardine had advocated. The treaty tariff was negotiated
essentially between the British and the Canton interest. Howqua IV (Wu
Ch'ung-yiieh) was active on the Chinese side, while Alexander Matheson
headed a committee of British merchants dedicated to abolishing the old
system. However, they lacked intimate knowledge of the actual charges on
the trade which the hong merchants had formerly paid. The tariff was
actually worked out by one of Jardine's former agents (Robert Thorn),
who bargained with the Hoppo and others at Canton. The new tariff
rates were low by almost any standard and not protective, since both
export duties and import duties were still to be levied in the old Chinese
fashion. The principal change was not in the rates of the old imperial
tariff, but rather in the effort to wipe out the special fees and perquisites,
the whole system of squeeze, which was so deeply imbedded in the Canton
system. When it came to inland transit dues (those taxes which might be
levied on foreign goods after they had left the treaty ports on their way
to interior markets), the treaty provided that these should not exceed a
certain 'percent on the tariff value', but since information was lacking, the
percentage in question was finally left blank in the treaty clause. As might
have been expected, the British were quite unable to prevent the taxation
of their goods at points beyond the treaty ports. 'Free trade' could not be
imposed upon the Chinese empire.

The new procedures to supplant the Canton system were laid out in
the General Regulations of Trade, published along with the tariff on 22
July 1843: British vessels would deposit their papers with British consuls,
who thus, in effect, would take the place of the 'security merchants' of the
Cohong formerly responsible for each ship at Canton. The Chinese
government would have no responsibility for its merchants' debts.
Meanwhile the British government provided for its consuls to have
jurisdiction over all British subjects. This formalized the principle of
extraterritoriality which had long been asserted against Chinese criminal
jurisdiction at Canton.

The Supplementary Treaty between Britain and China was signed by
Pottinger and Ch'i-ying on 8 October 1843 a t t n e Bogue (Hu-men-chai). It
restricted British trade to the five ports, permitted residence there and
limited travel outside. It provided for local trade between Hong Kong
and Canton, for stationing gunboats at all the ports, for consular help in
the prevention of smuggling, and for extraterritoriality and the extra-
dition of criminals. It included a most-favoured-nation clause so that
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222 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

later treaties with other powers would equally benefit the British. Even
so, the Supplementary Treaty later showed several discrepancies between
its British and Chinese versions, partly because the British interpreter,
J. R. Morrison, had died without an adequate successor.13

The British aim was to capitalize upon their military and naval power
to secure commercial opportunities. How this effort ran into limitations
is indicated in the case of Hong Kong. The British hope was that this
island, now a part of the British empire, could serve as a warehouse for
storing British goods, from which they could penetrate the entire Chinese
coast. For this purpose, they wanted to attract the Chinese junk trade to
their new island harbour, and they tried to write this into the Supple-
mentary Treaty. In its Chinese version, however, the treaty made it
crystal clear that Hong Kong was foreign territory and all Chinese
merchant vessels going there must secure passes from the Chinese customs
houses at one of the five treaty ports. By refusing passes, the Chinese
authorities could stifle such legal trade, and this is what they did. In
response, the British met this Chinese non-cooperation by issuing sailing
letters from the British authorities at Hong Kong to give protection to
the vessels of British subjects resident there. This was a new device,
originally created for the small craft carrying passengers and sundries
between Canton, Hong Kong and Macao. The British unilaterally ex-
panded the practice and were soon giving the use of their flag to both
Chinese- and foreign-owned small craft registered in Hong Kong and
plying the entire China coast.

The main thing left out of the treaties at Nanking and the Bogue was
opium. The British government argued that since the trade plainly could
not be stopped by China, it should be legalized and taxed as the best way
to regulate it. To this the Tao-kuang Emperor in conscience, of course,
could not agree. Opium, therefore, remained unmentioned in the early
treaties, while the opium trade got a new lease of life under a system of
informal regulation beyond the scope of treaty law. Coastal opium stations
where armed 'receiving ships' (floating drug warehouses) lay at anchor
outside the new ports, became established in business long before the
treaty ports were opened. By April 1843 t n e Shanghai authorities 'had
appointed an anchoring place near Wusung. . . trade was exceedingly
brisk . . . many inferior mandarins had visited the ships'.14 Yet Pottinger
" The English and Chinese texts of the Supplementary Treaty, published by the Customs (see

note 7 above) were' verified from the originals in the British Legation' (p. xvii). This Customs
Chinese text, when compared with the summary that received imperial approval at Peking
(IWSM-TK, 69.27-34^ memorial and edict of 15 November 1843), shows many dis-
crepancies. See in Fairbank, Trade and diplomacy, 125.

14 Pottinger's 40, 29 April 1843, quoting a correspondent 'in no way connected with trade',
FO 17/67.
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THE TREATY SETTLEMENT OF I 842 -4 223

in November 1842 had prohibited British trade at the new ports until they
were officially opened with consuls installed. The senior British naval
officer on the still-occupied island of Chusan noted that the opium traders
' hitherto have been allowed to go along the coast between this and Macao
without port clearance and no questions ever put to t h e m . . . as long as
they . . . did not go near any of the five prohibited towns'.15 But when
the officer found them in April 1843 outside Shanghai, which had not yet
been officially opened to trade, he ordered them to leave within twenty-
four hours.

This precipitated an object lesson for observers of both countries.
Pottinger disavowed this literal-minded naval action. The officer was
reprimanded and recalled, as was the Shanghai taotai who had con-
scientiously cooperated with him. The British navy was henceforth to
overlook the existence of the opium trade. By 1845 there were 'eighty
clippers engaged in carrying opium to and from Hong Kong'. Meanwhile,
James Matheson instructed his chief opium-ship captain not to flaunt this
'victory' over the Navy and 'to make every effort... to please the
mandarins, such as moving from one anchorage to another when they
require it, and not approaching too near to their towns. The opium trade
is now so very unpopular in England, that we cannot be too cautious in
keeping it as quiet and as much out of the public eye as possible.'16

As a result, the British commercial invasion of China thenceforth pro-
ceeded in two channels, those of the legal trade and those of the illegal
opium trade. Legal trade was carried on at the five new treaty ports. The
opium trade flourished at double that number of receiving stations on the
coast outside the ports, where two or three dozen receiving ships usually
lay at anchor. By i860 the trade had doubled in volume, from 30,000 to
60,000 chests imported annually. But opium traders were warned by
Pottinger not to go north of Shanghai, evidently as the result of an in-
formal agreement with the big opium houses, and probably also with the
Ch'ing authorities. Thus the rule of law on the China coast was to be left
standing on one leg only. Worse still, the growth of British and also
American trade with China continued to depend on opium imports as
the chief means of laying down funds for tea and silk exports.
15 Capt. Charles Hope, 21 April 1843, "* Haddington to Aberdeen, 12 August, FO 17/75.
16 James Matheson to Captain McMinnies, 22 April 1843, Coast Letter Book 22/4/43, Jardine

Matheson Archive, Cambridge; see also David Edward Owen, British opium policy in China
and India, and Jonathan Spence, 'Opium smoking in China', in Frederic Wakeman, Jr and
Carolyn Grant, eds. Con/lie/ and control in late imperial China.
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224 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

OPENING THE TREATY PORTS

The ports were opened under the new system only by degrees - Canton
on 27 July 1843; Amoy, 2 November; Shanghai, 17 November; Ningpo,
1 January 1844; and Foochow in June 1844. The American and French
treaties signed on 3 July and 24 October, added only embellishments to
the treaty system.

Caleb Cushing, for the Americans, tried to get his treaty by threatening
to go north for it; once he gave up the threat, he got his treaty at Canton.
Having little else to do, but being a smart lawyer, he spelled out the terms
of extraterritoriality in more definitive fashion and inserted several pro-
visions that, in the absence of any American base like Hong Kong, would
aid American participation in the coastal trade of China. In the new ports the
Americans used a cheap, makeshift system of merchant consuls that gave
little support to the British effort at consular enforcement of treaty
law. "7

Thdodose M. M. J. de Lagrene, for France, mainly devoted himself to
the cause of Catholic missionaries and their toleration by the imperial
regime. Ch'i-ying's first tactic was to forestall Lagrend's going north to
Peking by prolonging negotiations until too late in the season. At the
same time, Ch'i-ying recognized that the French envoy needed some con-
cession more than the British and Americans had already received. In
finally agreeing to tolerate Christianity, which would revoke the Yung-
cheng Emperor's ban, Ch'i-ying told the French with tears in his eyes,
' You have induced me to make a concession . . . which . . . may cost me
my life. . . . It is up to you to save . . . and help me.' He then tried to get
Christianity restricted to the ports but without ultimate success.18 Imperial
decrees of 1844 and 1846 permitted Chinese to practise Roman Catholi-
cism again and restored to use certain churches confiscated in the Yung-
cheng period. Protestant Christianity received equal toleration, but
missionaries were not to travel inland from the treaty ports. The French
subsequently installed consuls at Canton and Shanghai. Since little trade
developed, Consul Montigny at Shanghai devoted himself to asserting
the dignity of his office and the interest of France.

The policy of Ch'i-ying in dealing with America and France was to
17 For translated documents, Earl Swisher, China's management of the American barbarians, 1841—

1861. On Cushing's negotiations, E. V. Gulick, Peter Parker and the opening of China, ch. 8;
Ting Ming-nan et a/., ' Ti-i-tz'u Ya-p'ien chan-cheng' (The first Opium War), Cbung-kuo k'o-
bsueb-yOan Li-sbibyen-tbiu-so li-san-so chi-k'an (Bulletin of the Third Section of the Historical
Research Institute of the Chinese Academy of Sciences), 1 (July 1954) 114-42, espec. 143-6.

18 Angelus Grosse-Aschhoff, The negotiations between Cb'i-ying and Lagrene", 1844-1846, 74. The
definitive account is Louis Tsing-sing Wei, La politiqut missionnaire de la France en Chine
1842-18J6, 305.
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OPENING THE TREATY PORTS 225

apply 'impartiality' so that both should have the same rights as the British
through the most-favoured-nation clause and not be beholden to Britain
for the enjoyment of equal privileges. The principal aim of his policy was
to keep France and the United States separate from Britain in the hope
that, in time, they might be used against her. He also saw to it that Canton
remained the locus of China's diplomatic contact.

Along with this diplomacy was combined a Ch'ing programme for
military reconstruction along the coast, including naval training, use of
firearms, and installation of new batteries and garrisons. But the impetus
to acquire Western arms, which Commissioner Lin had represented,
gradually diminished, for Ch'i-ying's programme of pacification seemed
to work all too well. No great effort was made to build Chinese military
power on new lines.I9

In dealing with the foreigners at the new ports, Ch'i-ying's principal
problem was to find and appoint reliable and talented members of the
official class who could command the trust of the court as well as the
foreigners and at the same time be loyal to him and able to work with
local interests. He used chiefly the subordinates who had been his aides
at Nanking. His ablest negotiator at Canton was Huang En-t'ung, the
principal Chinese concerned with the Supplementary Treaty, who had
risen through the normal channels to become a salt intendant at Nanking
and in 1842 was provincial judge and acting treasurer there. He became
governor of Kwangtung in 1845.20 Others who had been at Nanking
were sent to Shanghai and Ningpo with the rank of intendant (taotai).
The new figure to emerge at Amoy was the Fukien provincial treasurer,
later governor, Hsu Chi-yii, a scholar who began to compile from Western
sources a new world-geography with forty-four Western-style maps, 'A
brief description of the oceans roundabout', Ying-huan chih lueh. A metro-
politan graduate (chin-shih) of 1826, Hsu had served ten years in the
Hanlin Academy and been favourably known to the chief architect of
appeasement, Mu-chang-a. After serving as taotai in coastal Fukien during
the war, Hsu was posted in the spring of 1842 as judicial commissioner to
Canton, where he stayed for a time with his classmate (also a chin-sbih
of 1826), Huang En-t'ung. Posted back to Fukien in 1843, Hsu thereupon
used his official contacts with foreign consuls and missionaries to acquire
the facts about their world. Though his book of 1848 was more concise
and accurate than Wei Yiian's work (see page 219), it became popular only

" On the abortive naval reforms, see John L. Rawlinson, China's struggle for naval development,
i8)p-i8fj, ch. 2; Lii Shih-ch'iang, Cbung-kuo isao-tb'i ti lun-eb'uan cbing-ying, 16-38.

20 Ch'en Ch'in, 'Huang En-t'ung yu ya-p'ien chan-hou wai-chiao' (Huang En-t'ung and
Chinese diplomacy after the Opium War), Sbib-hsiieh nien pao, 3.2 (Dec. 1940) m - 4 1 .
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226 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

in the 1860s when its author was brought from retirement into the new
Tsungli Yamen at Peking.21

These men, selected for their special capacities to deal with the foreigner,
continued at the ports to be in much the same position of mediators as the
Ch'ing negotiators had been in at Nanking. They were men-in-between
who ran great dangers in dealing with the foreigner at all, and in many
cases, eventually suffered for it. Like latter-day 'China specialists' in the
West, these 'barbarian specialists' were the men who could test out and
develop the folklore concerning the alien culture. Chinese suppositions
about the 'barbarian nature' came from a long background of Inner
Asian experience: barbarians were naturally unpredictable, indeed,
'unfathomable'. This was partly because they were such greedy oppor-
tunists, led hither and yon by their own materialism, and partly because
they were naturally treacherous and deceitful, not trained to act by the
established norms of civilized intercourse. Truly they had 'the nature of
dogs and sheep' (ch'iian-yang chih hsing). The British stress upon trade indi-
cated a most upside-down situation- 'barbarians consider the merchant
important and the official unimportant. Everything they wish to under-
take must first be schemed out by the crowd of merchants.' This was
because' the whole country of England makes its living from the trade of the
merchant crowd. Superiors and inferiors compete against each other. No one
seeks anything but material gain.'22 This crassness indicated moral under-
development, but at the same time, provided a weakness whereby the British
could be haltered and tamed (chi-mi). The first treaties were rationalized as
a means for doing exactly this. As the British trading interest became
better established in the treaty ports, it could be viewed as a hostage to for-
tune, and sufficient Chinese pressure upon it could keep the foreigner in line -
a sound enough theory, but wanting the necessary basis in Chinese power.

Taming the foreign invader at the new ports seemed the more feasible
because the Chinese oecumene had not yet been shattered intellectually.
These outer-outer barbarians were still occasionally referred to in official
documents as Ying ni, 'the English rebels', members of, but offenders
against, the world order centred at Peking. Their further resort to violence
would be 'disobedience'(fan-Asun).23 Indeed the treaty port system was not
thrust de novo into the Chinese scene but actually grew out of it in the first
instance. The new treaty provisions for residential and trading areas at
the ports, for a consul's jurisdiction over his nationals, and for most-
favoured-nation impartiality in dealing with foreign countries, were all
11 Fred W. Drake, China charts the world: HsuCbi-yuandbis geography of 1848.
« 1WSM Hsien-feng (hereafter, IWSM-HF), 7.24.
21 See, e.g. Ch'i-ying's order (cha) to local officials to sue for peace, 20 May 1842, doc. 145 in

Sasaki Masaya, ed. Aben sensono kenkyu, sbiryohen.
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THE FOREIGN COMMUNITY IN THE PORTS 227

extensions of Chinese tradition and did not, as institutions, initially run
counter to old custom. During the 1840s when the ports were newly
opened, tribute missions continued to come to Peking from Korea every
year, from Liu-ch'iu in seven different years, and from Vietnam and Siam
each in three different years. All the tributary formalities and records were
maintained down to the last detail, including the homage paid by Mongol
and other dignitaries of Inner Asia through the Li-fan Yuan. The Opium
War may figure today as a cataclysm in retrospect; it was not so recorded
at the time. The king of Liu-ch'iu complained when a Frenchman was left
there in 1844 and again when a British medical missionary became estab-
lished there in 1847; the emperor observed that 'France and England
ought not to annoy our dependent countries'. Unless it could be stopped,
'we certainly would be neglecting the grand idea of soothing and manag-
ing the outer dependencies'.24 But Peking now lacked the power to assert
this old idea. The words continued to be written down; their efficacy was
slipping.

THE FOREIGN COMMUNITY IN THE PORTS

From the foreign point of view, the treaty ports formed a single expanding
community on a new frontier, not a wild frontier of nature but a populous
one of culture. Preceding generations of Western traders had selected
these ports as potential points of ingress into the channels of Chinese
commerce. Amoy and Ningpo had been well known to the Portuguese
in the sixteenth century. During the 1840s and 1850s, however, Canton
and Shanghai were the major ports and the three places in between re-
mained mere outposts. The foreign community at Amoy in the first
decade under the treaties remained about twenty-five persons, and those
at Foochow and Ningpo each about a dozen. The opium receiving sta-
tions, separate and outside the ports, were hardly more populous. The
old-established centre, Canton, had some three hundred foreign residents,
but it was the capital of two provinces and residence of many officials and
great families, a symbol of government prestige as well as local patriotism,
far more resistant and defensible than Shanghai. The real centre of foreign
growth was at the mouth of the Yangtze. Shanghai in the mid-1840s had
a population of a dozen firms and a hundred foreigners, more or less. By
the mid-18 5 os it had grown to some seventy firms and over three hundred
foreign residents, not counting families, with eight consulates and thirty-
six Protestant missionaries.25

24 John K. Fairbank, "The early treaty system in the Chinese world order' , in Fairbank, ed .
The Chinese world order, 267.

25 William Fred Mayers el at. Treaty ports of China and Japan, 364. O n the early ports see H . B .
Morse, The international relations of the Chinese empire, vol . 1, The period of conflict i#)f-i86o;and
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Z28 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

At each port the foreign community centred about the foreshore or
bund, where shipments moved ashore to the godowns (warehouses)
within the compounds of the foreign trading firms. Each foreign com-
munity was outside the local Chinese city in a position on the water,
whence might come its help, and somewhat defensible by land. The British
consuls early demanded the right to hoist their flags over consulate
buildings leased within the walled cities and they succeeded in doing so
everywhere except at Canton. But at Amoy the foreign settlement actually
grew up on 'Drum Wave Island', Kulangsu, in the harbour; at Foochow
on the island of Chung-chou in the Min River; and at Ningpo on the
riverbank across another stream from the walled city. When the foreigners
settled on the banks of the Whangpu north of the walled city of Shanghai,
they were between two subsidiary streams, and on their inland frontier
they dug out still another, known as Defence Creek.

By mid-century China's treaty port community totalled about five hun-
dred foreigners. They were mainly organized in some two hundred firms,
including both those that provided local services of all sorts and those
engaged in the international trade. Men greatly outnumbered women.
About half were from the British Isles and another quarter from India,
including Parsees, making three-quarters from the British empire.
Americans were comparatively few in number, yet their shipping was
second only to that of Britain and at Shanghai carried almost half the
trade. The repeal in June 1849 of the navigation laws had permitted
American vessels to carry goods directly to Britain or between British
colonies, so that after 1 January 1850 American clipper ships competed
in the tea races to London.

Christian missions were numerically a minor part of the scene, yet their
contribution to the foreign community was considerable both spiritually
and intellectually. Catholic missionaries with French encouragement
moved steadily but quietly to revive their position and enlarge their con-
stituencies in major centres of the interior. In 1839 there had been about
thirty Catholic missionaries in China, half Lazarist and half under the
Society des Missions Etrangeres, nearly all of them French. Ten were at
Macao, the main base for training, supply and communication. Ten were
in Szechwan, three in Kiangsi, three in Hupei, others in Fukien and Mon-
golia among their local constituents. Like some Protestants, they occa-
sionally found passage along the coast on opium vessels. By 1845 there
were seventy-six European Catholic missionaries in China. Jesuits in

Fairbank, Trade and diplomacy. For a comprehensive list, see Yen Chung-p'ing, Cbtmg-kuo
cbin-tai cbing-chi sbib t'ung-cbi t^u-liao bsiian-tbi (Selected statistical materials on China's modern
economic history), 41-8 (ports), 49-56 (concession areas).
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THE FOREIGN COMMUNITY IN THE PORTS 229

particular were active again at Shanghai.26 Meanwhile, the first generation
of Protestant missionaries, which had been still only a dozen in 1839, re-
mained after the war largely confined to the treaty ports. In contrast to the
Catholic fathers who went inland in Chinese dress and lived in Chinese
style, the typical Protestant kept his family with him and retained much
of his Western way of life. Through its longer experience of proselytizing
in China, the Catholic Church had learned many Chinese ways. At the
same time, it was more purely devoted to saving souls and building
families and communities of believers, and less concerned with medicine
and education as means to conversion. The more individualistic Protes-
tants brought more of their own material culture with them and remained
closer to their foreign community. In the end, this would make them more
subversive of Chinese tradition.

As extensions of a foreign world on to the Chinese maritime frontier,
the treaty port settlements relied upon their communications almost as
much as the contemporary outposts in the American West depended upon
the pony express and caravan trails. Along the China coast, however,
almost all communication was by sea. The mail from Britain via the
' overland' route across the isthmus of Suez took two to three months, a
month less than the four months' passage by sailing ship around the Cape
of Good Hope or around Cape Horn from the Atlantic homeland. Side-
wheel steamers of the Peninsular and Oriental (P and O) Company soon
began to reduce the time. The mail reached Hong Kong under steam in
1845 and Shanghai in 1850. Nonetheless, this was the great age of the
clipper ship and on the China coast the opium clippers, on their frequent
regular runs to supply the receiving stations, carried both mail and travel-
lers to the ports, to say nothing of the newspapers from Hong Kong, or
after 1850, the weekly North China Heraldizom Shanghai. Residents in the
smaller ports indeed found the opium captains to be their best means of
cashing cheques.

The British government, having opened China by force, was the active
party in the creation of the treaty port structure. Yet the Sino-foreign
trade had its own dynamism, and the British consuls in each port found
themselves hard put to keep up with new commercial developments.
Under the treaties they bore the formal responsibility of leadership, but the
British assault upon China's old institutions in the name of Western trade
and civilization (the two being considered indistinguishable) was really a
joint undertaking between merchants and consuls.

The British merchant community was led by the rival British agency

J6 Peter Ward Fay, "The French Catholic Mission in China during the Opium War', MAS,
4.2 (1970) 115-28. Fay, The Opium War, ch. 8, 23.
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230 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY STSTEM

houses of Jardine, Matheson and Company and Dent and Company,
whose opium ship captains cooperated in the 1840s to maintain a duopoly
in drug sales. Their major American competitor was the Boston firm of
Russell and Company. All three pursued a wide spectrum of activity, both
in the opium trade and in the legal treaty port trade, developing their own
fleets of clipper ships, their own services of banking and insurance, and
their large port facilities of godowns and even dockyards. These capacities
and their capital accumulations soon led them into local investment in
real estate and consumer goods industries.

Smaller firms in the international trade operated less broadly. By pro-
viding market information to their constituents abroad, these China
agency houses sought their risk capital for investment in cargoes, on
which the house would profit only through its commissions on consign-
ments of goods shipped to and from its correspondents. Profits for both
principal and agent depended not only on market possibilities in China and
abroad, and all their competitors' responses, but also on the fluctuations of
exchange rates, essentially between gold and silver but attached particu-
larly to variable units of account in China. The Spanish Carolus dollar,
scarce and overvalued, was abandoned for the Mexican dollar at Canton
in 1853, and in 1857 Shanghai merchants abandoned dollar coinage en-
tirely and accepted the Shanghai tael, a unit of account payable in silver
bullion.27 Exchange transactions could be handled only by foreigners and
Chinese working closely together.

Jardine's big establishments were divided not only into the resident
partners' 'senior mess' and a 'junior mess' of British clerks and assistants,
but also had offices and quarters for the Chinese staff of compradors,
shroffs (money handlers), and many servants. The firm's various depart-
ments would handle tea, silk, piece goods (textiles) or 'muck and truck'
(miscellaneous Chinese exports). In short, a big trading firm would out-
shine the British consulate in size of staff and buildings. The firms were
the dominant element. They believed themselves to be what the treaty port
was all about.

Foreign taipans (heads of firms) were entirely dependent on their
Chinese counterparts. Cantonese compradors carried on the Chinese side of
the foreign merchants' business in the new ports partly because they knew
the tea and opium trades intimately and even more because they could
guarantee one another in the necessary Chinese fashion. From the Chinese
point of view the comprador was the principal trader. Under his contract
with the foreign firm, he proceeded to hire his own staff, deal with Chinese

" Stephen C. Lockwood, Augustine Heard and Company, 18)8-1862. On port currency, Frank
H. H. King, Money and monetary policy in China, S S
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THE FOREIGN COMMUNITY IN THE PORTS 23I

merchants from the interior, secure market information, conduct ex-
change transactions, take responsibility for all Chinese personnel and for
warehoused goods, and even deal with the Chinese customs house on
behalf of the firm. The comprador could thus become not only the
foreigners' agent in the Chinese scene, but also a broker par excellence,
able to develop his own operations as an independent trader. Sooner or
later his profits and investments would probably launch him on an inde-
pendent career as a new type of Chinese merchant who could flourish in
the treaty port community under the general protection of the foreign
influence there. While some of the old functions of the hong merchants of
Canton were thus performed by the British consul as security for his
country's vessels and nationals, the major trading function came to be
performed by the comprador, who handled most of the foreign firms'
local activities.28

The British consulate, with a staff" of consul, vice-consul and one or
two assistants or interpreters, recruited largely from well-to-do famines
in England, had special supervisory and disciplinary roles to perform.
Under the General Regulations of Trade, it was fully occupied in facilitat-
ing commerce. The consul was expected to settle the fees payable to the
pilots that guided ships into and out of port. He received a ship's papers
and notified the Chinese customs of its arrival, returning the ship's papers
on its departure. The consul also requested the examination of imported
goods and heard appeals over the amount of duties assessed. He was ex-
pected to cooperate with the Chinese authorities in settling the standard
of coinage, and he kept standard sets of weights and measures available
at the consulate. He was to give certificates permitting trans-shipment of
goods from one vessel to another. It was also his duty to control British
seamen in port, and to hear grievances against both Chinese and British
subjects; and he alone could punish British criminals. He had various
other duties in cooperation with the Chinese authorities: to enforce the
port limits, supervise the renting of land and houses, prevent smuggling,
extradite criminals and, in general, stand between China arid British
nationals. Since all this contact with the Chinese government involved the
use of Chinese, both spoken and written, the consul depended upon his
British interpreter as his right-hand man. Vigorous personalities like
Thomas Francis Wade, Harry Parkes, Horatio Nelson Lay, Robert Hart,
Walter Henry Medhurst, Jr and Thomas Taylor Meadows, all rose by this
route.

British superiority in the foreign community was confirmed by the

21 Yen-p'ing Hao, The comprador in nineteenth century China; Bridge between East and West, j 1
et passim.
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232 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

American practice of commissioning merchants to be consuls, for a mer-
chant consul faced an immediate conflict of interest. In Chinese eyes he
had some of the ambivalence of an old style hong merchant who had
purchased a mandarin button. Despite his official status, he remained at
heart a merchant, as did also the English traders who usefully acquired
consular status to represent Spain, Peru, the Netherlands, Prussia or other
states that got treaties with China but had no officials on the spot.

The treaty system had been set up by gunfire and had to be maintained
by gunboat diplomacy. This may be defined as the technique of supporting
allegedly legitimate demands for one's treaty rights by the threat of using
naval force. Its classic expression was in the Tsingpu affair at Shanghai
in 1848. Three missionaries visited this city, which was within the radius
of proper foreign contact outside Shanghai. They were attacked by grain
junk men and rescued only by the local magistrate. HBM's consul,
Rutherford Alcock, demanded redress, but the Chinese authorities hesi-
tated to move against the thirteen thousand or so grain junk sailors who
were then at hand to carry the annual tribute rice to Peking. The consul
therefore stopped payments of trade duties under the treaties, placed his
single ten-gun brig of the Royal Navy to blockade the fourteen hundred
junks laden with rice and ready to leave the port, and demanded the
seizure of ten chief offenders within forty-eight hours. Alcock then sent
Harry Parkes in another gunboat that arrived just at this point to demand
redress from the governor-general at Nanking, over the head of the local
taotai. As a result the governor-general removed the taotai and had several
offenders put in the cangue (a broad board locked around the culprit's
neck) for a period of a month in the foreign settlement. This bold readi-
ness to use force even against vastly superior numbers was fully backed
by the foreign community, though less admired in Hong Kong and
London. Alcock stoutly maintained it was the only way to protect
Englishmen in China, and later generations of Shanghai-landers would,
in the main, agree with him.29

Gunboat diplomacy betrayed the unresolved struggle as to who should
call the tune in Sino-Western contact. Fundamentally this was a cultural
conflict in the broadest sense. Britain wanted, not to rule the Chinese
empire as a colony, but to get it to follow British ways of international
contact and free trade under a rule of law, which would open the door to
British commercial profit. But to do so would require a revolution in
China's ancient society, and it was therefore stoutly resisted.
28 Morse, International Relations, 1.392-3, summarizing from British bluebook on Insults in

China.
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THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM 233

BRITAIN V. CANTON

The mid-century British coercion of the thinly spread Ch'ing government
weakened its prestige and so endangered its authority. The San-yiian-li
incident of May 1841 (see chapter 4, page 202) had been a premonition:
the Ch'ing officials' seeming appeasement of foreign invaders aroused
further xenophobia and eroded that popular acquiescence in Ch'ing rule
which constituted Heaven's mandate to the dynasty. Throughout the
1840s, therefore, the imperial officials at Canton, facing two ways, had to
temporize in between the British and the gentry-led Cantonese populace.

During the war and especially just after the San-yiian-li incident, gentry
and villagers had joined in setting up militia bureaux to sustain their local
defence associations (j'uan-lieri). For this purpose they organized north of
Canton a central bureau to coordinate a dozen associations already
established in neighbouring market towns that included more than eighty
villages. This new bureau (named the School of the Association for the
Approaching Era of Peace, Sheng-p'ing she-hsiieh) with official approval
collected extensive funds and recruited thousands of mercenaries.30 This
militarization of the countryside under gentry leadership seemed to create
an immovable barrier to the irresistible British.

The 300 or so foreigners at Canton were still confined to the 800-foot
riverfront of the old area known as the Thirteen Factories, with about four
acres of open space. Efforts to lease houses elsewhere were usually
thwarted. They could row on the river but generally felt stifled by the
press of population. Englishmen therefore went into the countryside for
very practical reasons - exercise, recreation and sport, especially hunting
wildfowl. The resulting incidents soon filled the British blue books on
Insults in China.

Since entrance within the Canton city walls had been steadily denied
foreigners in the tribute era, maintaining this prohibition became a symbol
of Cantonese defiance after 1842. Both sides contributed to a continual
series of stonings, beatings and riots, in which foreign temerity and
arrogance were generally matched by Cantonese arrogance and hostility.
In April 1847 the British minister, Sir J. F. Davis, finally resorted once
again to gunboat diplomacy and brought British warships from Hong
Kong to assault the Bogue forts. Within thirty-six hours these forces
spiked 827 Ch'ing cannon, came up to Canton, and occupied the Factories.
But the most they could achieve was a promise from Ch'i-ying that the
city gates would be opened after two more years. The 'Davis raid' thus
proved ineffective. Eight months later six Englishmen on an outing in a

30 Philip A. Kuhn, Rebellion and Us enemies in late imperial China, 71-6.
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234 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

militia area were killed. Ch'i-ying at once sent forces, occupied the village,
and punished the murderers. But his continual effort to keep the British
mollified by supporting their treaty rights of peaceful intercourse made
him seem an appeaser in Canton, while Peking correctly feared such
appeasement would lose the loyalty of the populace. He was recalled early
in 1848 and his Chinese successor, Hsu Kuang-chin, pursued a policy of
relying on the popular xenophobia.

When the British, early in 1849, again demanded entrance to Canton,
Hsu activated a defensive militia mobilization throughout the city as well
as among the villages, and this high state of public spirit, defying the
foreigner, won the emperor's support. Since Palmerston was not ready
for another war, Britain backed off. Governor-General Hsu and the
doughty governor, Yeh Ming-ch'en, received imperial honours and
gentry praise: the British for more than a decade had 'trampled on our
border country; seized and hunted after our men and women'; unless
these officials had commiserated with the people 'and roused them by
encouragement, it would have been impossible for the public determina-
tion to become as strong and firm as a walled city'.31 The result was a
stalemate. During the 1850s the treaty settlement remained ineffective at
Canton. Western trade continued, as it had for more than a century,
without resolving the Anglo-Cantonese enmity, while a great rebellion
erupted inland. A new structure of Sino-foreign relations could not be
created in this old milieu.

DISORDER ON THE CHINA COAST

The establishment of the new British authority on the Chinese maritime
frontier began a shifting of loyalties, both a growing alienation from the
Ch'ing and some signs of allegiance to the foreigner. Helping this process
was the very essential participation of Cantonese merchants and servants
in the Western expansion. As the Jardine, Dent and Russell firms expan-
ded their trading activities within the ports in legal goods, and outside at
the anchorages in opium, their working staffs consisted largely of Chinese
assistants recruited from the south. Cantonese and Fukienese merchants
also moved into Shanghai independently in both the legal and illegal
branches of the trade.

The Cantonese who accompanied the spread of Western trade were not
only an exotic element whose speech and customs were alien to the Yangtze
31 Frederic Wakeman, Jr, Stranger] at the gate, 104, quoting a printed Chinese pamphlet distri-

buted 11 May 1849. The imperial authorities' Chinese correspondence with successive
British ministers and their notices to the Canton gentry and populace have now been collec-
ted from the British archives by Sasaki Masaya, Aben sensogo no Cbii-Ei Jkosa, shiryobtn Mo.
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DISORDER ON THE CHINA COAST 235

delta. Many were also hustlers and racketeers in the growing underworld
of the foreign trade. Cantonese and Fukienese from Amoy who had gone
overseas and acquired British nationality as residents of Hong Kong,
Singapore, Penang or other places in Malaya were able to claim the con-
sul's extraterritorial protection. This created a whole class of Chinese who
were in between East and West, able to deny Chinese jurisdiction whenever
they could claim foreign protection, even though the Chinese custom per-
sisted to treat all Chinese anywhere as subjects of the empire. Foreign-
protected Canton and Amoy men thus became privileged characters on the
China coast, possessed of foreign arms and foreign connections, whom
Chinese officials would have to think twice about coercing. Of the British
subjects registered at the Amoy consulate in the early years, the great
majority were of Chinese race and from Singapore, Malacca or Penang.
When wearing foreign dress, these Anglo-Chinese were customarily
considered to be under foreign protection. By a simple change of costume
they could claim immunity from Ch'ing control or, alternatively, melt
into the local population.

But this use of British cover for illegality was only one symptom of a
broader trend - the organization of dissidence in south China, first on the
routes of trade and later among the settled populace. As the growth of
population and trade outdistanced the growth of government adminis-
tration, secret societies met the increasing need for mutual help and pro-
tection among travelling merchants (k'o-shang) in legal trade as well as
among smugglers of opium and the yamen underlings, boatmen and
bandits who shared their profits.

South China secret societies were generally affiliates of the Triads or
Hung men (see p. 134). Triad lodges were largely autonomous, not under
central control, and cooperative only when they felt like it. But their
secret brotherhood had an esoteric language, passwords and signs by
which members, though strangers, could identify each other, all of which
was especially helpful to people moving about on dubious business. The
loose Triad network, having no central head, could not really rival the
government but neither could the government wipe it out. It flourished
as a vehicle for local crime.32

In this way a lawless Chinese element began to nourish along the
routes of trade in the penumbra of the Western commercial expansion.
Triads flocked to Hong Kong, where the British tried to keep them under
control. The creation of a new authority in Chinese waters represented by
" Frederic Wakeman, Jr, 'The secret societies of Kwangtung, 1800-1856', in Jean Ches-

neaux, ed. Popular movements and secret societies in China 1840-19 fo, 28-47. Chinese documents
from the Public Record Office, London, have been published by Sasaki Masaya in Sbinmatsu
no bimitsu kessba sbiryo-ben (Collected documents on late Ch'ing secret societies).
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236 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

the British navy attempted to set up a new rule of law, but it inevitably
gave cover to disorderly elements at the same time. For example, the
same Canton and Amoy men who helped in the growth of the opium
trade also assisted in developing the coolie trade. The African slave trade
had been abolished; but cheap labour was still needed on new plantations.
The result was a new industry that shipped contract-Chinese labourers in
foreign vessels from Amoy, Swatow, Canton or Macao to provide a labour
supply that could open up plantations in Malaya, Sumatra, or Java, as well
as in Peru or Cuba. It was pushed by unscrupulous British merchants like
James Tait of Amoy, who was protected by extraterritoriality as a British
subject and who also gained immunity and influence by being the consular
representative of both Holland and Spain.

Piracy now began to flourish with the growth of trade in coastal waters.
By 1850 the Amoy consul estimated that at least 3,000 Chinese pirates were
active on the coast of Fukien. British gunboats regularly went on pirate-
hunting expeditions and brought batches of culprits into port for delivery
to Chinese magistrates. In four years British ships captured some 139
pirate vessels and were paid by the British government a bounty or head
money of £20 apiece for each of some 7,000 pirates killed or captured.
This activity was only partly on the high seas. It represented still another
substitution of British for Chinese authority. But pirate-hunting ran into
difficult ambiguities. Chinese fishing fleets began to arm themselves against
piracy, and some armed vessels could act ambivalently in either role as
fishermen or pirates.

The practice of convoy developed as a protection against piracy and
inevitably became a racket also. Armed vessels under British sailing
letters issued at Hong Kong began to contract to protect Chinese fishing
fleets and trading vessels. For example, the schooner Spec, 105 tons,
seventy feet long, nineteen feet wide and eight feet deep, with one deck
and two masts, carried an armament of nine guns, plus twenty-three
muskets, five pistols, ten cutlasses, four pikes and five spears, with a crew
of eleven. Owned by William Davidson of Ningpo, it flew the British
flag and carried a sailing letter, good for one year, from the governor of
Hong Kong. The master, mate and gunner were Englishmen, but most of
the crew from Manila. Unafraid of any Chinese vessel, the Spec could act
as a law unto itself, but it had to discriminate between pirates and legal
fishermen on the strength of Chinese evidence. Inevitably it was drawn
into Chinese feuds, and the British flag was exploited for private ends,
to which the master, mate and gunner were not necessarily averse.33

Soon the enterprise of British individuals in convoy work ran into com-
33 Fairbank, Trade and diplomacy, 338-46; ch. 17-18, passim.
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DISORDER ON THE CHINA COAST 237

petition from other foreigners, the Portuguese at.Macao. By mid-century
a dozen or more of their armed lorchas (vessels with European hull but
Chinese rig) congregated at the mouth of the Ningpo River and, despite
Portuguese attempts at regulation from Macao, carried on all manner of
extortion. In the early 1850s, the British-Portuguese rivalry that had
developed in the convoy business was complicated by the arrival off
Ningpo of a Cantonese pirate fleet under the notorious Apak (Pu Hsing-
yu) with two dozen vessels. Though appointed to the imperial navy in
the customary effort to buy him off, Apak continued to blackmail his way
into the convoy business. Unfortunately, the local Chinese authorities
could not get the Cantonese and Portuguese to destroy each other, and the
situation remained out of control.

Against this background, with the opium trade expanding illegally,
along with the coolie trade, piracy and convoy, the Western legal trade
in China, so carefully nurtured by the new treaty system, was threatened
with corruption and disorder. When so much was going on outside the
law, the enforcement of the treaty tariff became less and less feasible. An
unscrupulous foreign merchant could overawe the Chinese customs
collectors with threats and then compromise with them to mutual ad-
vantage - why not ? No Chinese customs house could be expected both
to abandon its own traditional system of perquisites and enforce a foreign
system against foreigners whom it could not control. Yet as the treaty
tariff became steadily less enforceable, the trading interests of the big
houses that depended upon it grew steadily more important. Shanghai
became the focus of a new growth, in which foreign aggressiveness and
Chinese weakness combined to create new Sino-foreign, treaty port
institutions.

THE RISE OF SHANGHAI

The rapid rise of Shanghai to become the metropolis of China, starting
from the status of a small county town, was due to the convergence of
several factors. One, of course, was geographic. Situated on a broad stream,
a dozen miles from where it entered the Yangtze estuary, Shanghai pro-
vided port facilities, a safe harbour, and ready communication with the
interior by waterways spreading inland. It was at the crossroads of the
Chinese shipping trade up the Yangtze as far as Szechwan and along the
coast of China from Canton to Manchuria. Internationally it was a mid-
point, equally accessible by sea from Canton, Tientsin and Japan. It served
both as a funnel for the trade of the great Yangtze valley and central
China and as a distribution point for the whole of east Asia. Locally the
rise of Shanghai was made possible by the food surplus produced in the
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to Nanking

Hangchow

Foreign settlement
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Extension 1848
'American settlement' (incorp-
orporated in Foreign Settlement 1863)
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WH\ Extension 1914

MAP 8. The growth of Shanghai

fertile rice-growing region of the Yangtze delta, the region from which
the food supply of Peking was sent northward over the Grand Canal or
by sea around the Shantung promontory. This most productive region
in all China had the capacity to feed a metropolis.34

In the early 18 5 os Shanghai became a focal point where a new balance
of forces in Sino-Western relations permitted the establishment of British
dominance. Britain's contribution to the rise of Shanghai was made first'
of all by the Royal Navy which guaranteed the security of Chinese as well
as foreign property, and then by British merchants, who made money and
offered their Chinese assistants and counterparts a chance to do the same.
The British consuls gave legal, institutional form to the forces at work.
But they were only primus inter pares, aided by the American and French
consuls, to say nothing of American and other merchants. The Chinese

3 4 Rhoads Murphey, Shanghai, key to modern China; Ch'en Te-ch'ang, in Li-sbibyen-ebiu, 1957,
no. 1, p. 58, makes the point that Shanghai was a noteworthy port as early as the thirteenth
century.
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THE RISE OF SHANGHAI 239

contribution had several essential ingredients - Chinese merchants who
attracted the capital of landlord-gentry throughout the rich Yangtze delta,
Chinese rebels who posed immediate questions of disorder and provoked
foreign intervention, and finally, opportunistic, profit-oriented Ch'ing
officials nominally representing a government too weak to control
them.

Shanghai had been a hsien (county or district) city since the Yuan
period. The gazetteer of 1871 recorded a county population estimate of
something over half a million in 1813 and little more in 18 5 2.3S The foreign
settlements got started in an area north of the city wall, between it and
the confluence of the Soochow Creek (in Chinese the Wu-sung River)
with the broader Whangpu (see map, page 238). Arrangements between
the early foreign consuls and the taotai (whose circuit embraced Soochow
and Sung-chiang, the heart of the Yangtze delta) had been rather informal.
Unlike later arrangements at other ports, the Shanghai consuls did not
secure concession areas formally leased by the Ch'ing regime to their
governments, which the consuls could then lease in turn to foreign
nationals. (For example, Tientsin would eventually have eight conces-
sion areas and Hankow five.) Instead, at Shanghai although the French,
British and Americans at first claimed separate areas, the early Land
Regulations provided that foreigners, while not permitted to buy land,
could negotiate perpetual leases directly with Chinese landowners, report
them through their consuls, and receive titles directly from the .taotai.
Although the French settlement area became known as the 'French
Concession' and was administered by the French consular authorities,
it also began in this piecemeal fashion, not as a single concession. Mean-
while the predominant British in the spirit of free trade welcomed all
nationalities as well as their consuls in the original 138 acres of the British
settlement, which thereby as it expanded became an international munici-
pality under the jurisdiction of the entire treaty-power consular body. The
resulting International Settlement, a unique institution, became in time
a tribute to the pragmatism of the British, who dominated it; but it
went through twenty years of gestation in the process of taking
shape.36

From 1843 to 18 5 3 the small settlement areas generally excluded Chinese
residents except as servants or in service trades. Chinese residents in
early 1853 were estimated at only 500, but in March the Taipings' capture

35 Tung-cbib Sbang-bai bsien Mb (1871) 5.9b. O n the development of Shanghai hsien since its
establishment in 1190, cp. Shang-hai t'ung-she, ed. Sbang-baiytn-cbiu t^u-liao (Shanghai research
materials), 1.53 el passim.

36 S u m m a r y i n R i c h a r d F e e t h a m , Report of... to the Shanghai Municipal Council, c h . 2 .
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240 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

of Nanking let loose a flood of refugees. Thousands of homeless Chinese
were soon camped along the Bund or in boats off the jetties; mat sheds,
shops and new streets of cheap housing proliferated to accommodate
them; and the foreign settlements suddenly became a Sino-foreign city.
The refugees from the Taipings included not only commoners but also
landlord and merchant families of wealth and position. During the follow-
ing decade displaced gentry added to the Shanghai community and so
accelerated the movement of lower Yangtze landlord families into foreign
contact and foreign trade. This produced in time some community of
interest between Western merchants and Chinese ruling class elements.
Westerners who had leased land at Shanghai now profited by sub-letting
it to Chinese real estate operators and builders. By mid-1854 some 8000
Chinese residences had been added to the 150 foreign establishments.

This admixture of Chinese, far outnumbering the Western residents,
did not pull the Shanghai settlement back under Chinese jurisdiction. On
the contrary, the foreign settlements became more than ever a haven of
refuge after the old walled city of Shanghai was seized by Cantonese-
Fukienese rebels of the Small Sword Society (Hsiao-tao hui) on 7 Septem-
ber 1853. Until French and Chinese imperial troops dislodged the rebels
seventeen months later, in February 1855, the foreign area at Shanghai
was surrounded by disorder and rebellion." While the foreign consuls
asserted their neutrality, they had to assume increasing responsibilities
of local government including the administration of justice in cases in-
volving Chinese residents. They inflicted moderate fines or imprisonment
for minor offences and handed more serious cases over to the Chinese
authorities. The taotai at this time was Wu Chien-chang, a Cantonese
formerly in the Samqua firm of the Cohong, who had purchased his
post and remained involved in trade with Edward Cunningham and
others of Russell and Company. On 7 September 1853, n e w a s rescued
from the city by his American friends; thereafter he continued to collabo-
rate with them. A new Sino-foreign community of interest now grew up
at Shanghai. Western imports languished except for opium, but tea and
especially silk exports were stimulated by the Taipings' disruption of the
domestic Chinese demand and of the export route to Canton.

All this created a local Chinese readiness to acquiesce in the autonomy
and assist in the defence of the foreign settlement. This mutuality of Sino-
foreign interests became the secret of Shanghai's successful independence.
By 1854 the ingredients of a new order were present and taking shape in
new institutions.

« Shang-bai Hiiao-tao-bui tb'i-i shib-liao hui-pitn (Shanghai 1958) includes extensive translations
from NCH and other Western accounts.
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THE RISE OF SHANGHAI 241

One element in this new mixture of institutions was the principle of
the foreign inspectorate of customs, whereby the Ch'ing imperial customs
hired foreigners to be Chinese civil servants and to see that foreign
merchants obeyed the tariff and trade regulations. This great invention was
of course the product of a long development. In the first phase after 1842
the British consuls had tried to see that their merchants paid the treaty
tariff duties. But this 'consular interference for the prevention of smugg-
ling' soon provoked an outcry from merchants who found that they
could browbeat or seduce Chinese customs collectors to compromise on
tariff charges to their mutual benefit. 'Chiselling the emperor' of his
duties in this way annoyed the law-abiding foreign trader as unfair com-
petition, but it proved impossible to manipulate the Chinese custom house
into honesty, particularly when the dishonest foreigner might threaten
force and the best-intentioned customs collector lacked it. By 1850 the
British government was thoroughly baffled by the Sino-foreign evasion
of duties on the legal trade. The equal enforcement of the treaty tariff,
cornerstone of the treaty system, was disintegrating.

During the next phase in the early 1850s the British consul at Shanghai,
Rutherford Alcock, tried to coerce the Chinese customs by withholding
the payment of duties, but this only undermined the treaty system. A
third phase began with the rising of the Small Sword Society on 7 Septem-
ber 1853, when the custom house stopped functioning. Alcock kept the
trade going by taking from his merchants promissory notes for the
amount of duties owed by treaty. When the taotai Wu, who was also
superintendent of customs, mustered imperial support and demanded
payment, Consul Alcock's 'provisional system' of promissory notes
eventually had to be abandoned. But the Chinese government was not
able to resume collection of the lucrative duties on foreign trade at
Shanghai, and so Wu started collecting them on foreign goods in the
interior beyond the view of the consuls. If continued, this would destroy
the treaty port system.

Meantime, by April 1854 imperial troops besieging the rebels in the
walled city had begun to forage and threaten foreigners in the foreign
settlement area north of the city walls. The Ch'ing authorities were unable
to control them, and on 4 April Consul Alcock and his American and
French colleagues pulled together a mixed force of about four hundred
sailors and volunteer merchants, advanced with four artillery pieces, and
cleared the western boundary of the settlement in the so-called 'battle
of Muddy Flat'. Unlike the Canton factories ghetto, the Westerners
could dominate the scene at Shanghai.

Statesmanship was brought into this military-commercial scene by the
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242 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

arrival of a new American commissioner to China, R. M. McLane, who
for once cooperated closely with the British in negotiations with the
provincial authorities. Finally the British, American and French consuls at
Shanghai were able on 12 July 1854, to negotiate with Wu Chien-chang a
compromise which created a new institution. As customs superintendent,
he undertook to employ 'foreign inspectors' nominated by the consuls
to set the foreign merchants' duty payments, which would then be re-
ceived by the Chinese customs bankers as before. As one inducement Wu
was offered the prospect of collecting some 1,200,000 taels or £391,000
due from the promissory notes for duties accumulated under the 'pro-
visional system' and later. (After much legal procedure, only one-third
of the American duties, 118,125 taels, and none of the British, were ever
paid.) But in the end, from all these mixed motives, there emerged a
custom house that was impartially honest and efficient. The foreign
consuls got their rule of law, the Chinese government its trade revenue.
Although the 1854 regulations gave the consuls control over the custom
house, the British government backed away from this responsibility.
Soon it was agreed that, although foreign nationals, the foreign inspectors
were working purely for the emperor of China.38 This innovation had
been possible at Shanghai partly because the Chinese authorities, in
most precarious circumstances, were represented by a wily rogue
who had grown up in the Canton trade rather than with the Confucian
classics.

A second innovation was required by the enormous influx of refugees,
which created a crisis of municipal administration. As Chinese residences
proliferated for rich and poor, all the urban ills and special evils of a
sailors' port also accumulated. Protection against fire and disease and
maintenance of civil order became equally pressing, and in July 1854 the
consuls agreed with taotai Wu on a 'new code of municipal and land
regulations'. Building upon the earlier arrangements, these now provided
that the consuls should convene an annual meeting of land renters to make
provision for building roads, jetties and bridges, keeping them repaired,
cleaned, properly lit and drained, and also to establish a police force.
This annual meeting would be empowered to assess taxes on land and
buildings, and wharfage dues on goods landed. The committee charged
with this duty was given a legal capacity to sue defaulters and report its
annual accounts. Thus was created a traders' republic with authority to
tax and to police the foreign settlement under the treaty-based jurisdic-
tion of the foreign consuls and with the acquiescence of the Chinese
government. Aggressive foreigners at Shanghai could create new institu-
38 Stanley F. Wright, Hart and the Chinese customs, 9 1 - n o ; Fairbank, Trade and diplomacy, 431-61.
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tions there when the imperial officials were weak and local Chinese
interests not yet entrenched.

During the decade of continued disorder after 1854 Chinese capital was
drawn to Shanghai as the new centre of Sino-Western mercantile co-
operation. The comprador merchants from Canton were soon rivalled by
merchant bankers from nearby Ningpo, an older emporium which had
been the medieval port of entry for trade with Japan and still dominated
much of the coast trade from Hangchow Bay to Manchuria. Unlike the
Shansi banks which worked closely with officialdom in the interregional
transfer of funds, especially in north China, the Ningpo merchant banks
(ch'ien-chuang) grew up in the lower Yangtze region in connection with the
coastal and foreign trade. Developed from money-changing shops of
earlier times, they facilitated trade by issuing drafts redeemable in copper
currency or silver taels and so creating credit. In particular, the Ningpo
banks met the need for credit by developing the transfer-tael system, by
which merchants recorded their daily transactions with one another in
their bank passbooks, which were then audited by the banks every evening,
so that transactions could be settled and payments transferred in the
accounts. This created a rudimentary clearing house for credit instru-
ments.

Ningpo bankers had become prominent in the trade of Shanghai early
in the nineteenth century and began to play a prominent role in the Shang-
hai bankers guild. When the opening of the treaty ports stimulated coastal
as well as international trade, the local financiers of the tea and silk trades
at Shanghai were largely Ningpo men who could rely on the accumulated
resources of old merchant families of the Ningpo region. The opium
trade fostered the use of promissory notes and bank drafts, while the dis -
ruption of trade in the lower Yangtze by the Taiping Rebellion gave
further opportunity to the Ningpo-Shanghai bankers. Foreign merchants
with their own banks in the treaty ports found it essential to cooperate
with the native banks in order to use their clearing house association.
Such foreign connections in turn helped the native banks to remain
relatively independent of their own government's control.39

OUTBREAK OF THE SECOND WAR AT CANTON

The contrast in the Western experiences at Canton and at Shanghai
throws light on the foreign role in mid-century China. The primary Ch'ing
concern at this time was the spread of rebellion, which expressed deep-

« Susan Mann Jones, 'Finance in Ningpo: the Ch'ien chuang, 1750-1880', in W. E. Willmott,
ed. Economic organization in Chinese society, 47-77.
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244 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

seated ills in China's political economy. As Mr Kuhn indicates in the next
chapter, the old order suffered from multiple deficiencies both of struc-
ture and of circumstance, to which the Confucian-trained scholar-ruling-
class eventually responded with considerable vigour and inventiveness.
During the civil war and turmoil of the 1850s within the major provinces,
accordingly, the Western merchants, missionaries and military on the
coast seemed quite peripheral - only a border problem. Few in numbers
though irresistible in firepower, they could fight their way up to Canton,
or even, in the end, to Tientsin and Peking, but they could not displace
Chinese populations nor rule them without Chinese help. In short, like
the Mongol and Manchu invaders of earlier ages, the British could force
their way into the power structure of China's composite ruling class and
in time play a part in the government of the empire. But they could do
this only with Chinese help, only by making a mutual accommodation
with the ruling establishment, and only so long as the Chinese populace
was not mobilized against them by modern nationalist sentiment. In i860
the Anglo-French occupation of Peking would force the dynasty to accept
the foreigners' treaty privileges and special status in Chinese life, stretch-
ing and reshaping the imperial polity. But until i860 Peking remained
domestically embattled and obdurately xenophobic. The Western in-
vaders were still treated as a nuisance to be brushed off while the dynasty
struggled to suppress rebellion.

The new Hsien-feng Emperor, who ascended the throne in March 1850
at the age of nineteen, was soon overcome by disaster and proved in-
capable of wise or strong leadership. Supremely ignorant of the outside
world, he was impressed by the success of Hsu Kuang-chin (the governor-
general and imperial commissioner at Canton in charge of foreign rela-
tions) in mobilizing popular anti-foreignism to keep the British out of the
city. In May 1850 a British protest against Hsu's disregard of the treaties
was delivered at Tientsin addressed to Mu-chang-a and Ch'i-ying as the
officials chiefly responsible for the 1842-4 treaty settlement. The young
emperor's response was to denounce and degrade these trusted officials
of his father for having given in to the British. Thereafter he supported
Hsu and his close colleague, the governor of Kwangtung, Yeh Ming-
ch'en, in their policy of avoiding interviews with Western envoys. At the
same time he ordered the Shanghai, Nanking and Tientsin authorities to
refer all diplomatic contact to the imperial commissioner at Canton. This
hard line at Peking led Palmerston in 1851 to consider armed retaliation,
but he was dismissed as foreign secretary in December and his successors
in London felt less involved in the Anglo-Chinese struggle.

The Anglo-French expedition to China of 1858-60 grew out of the
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frustration of a cooperative effort at negotiation for treaty revision in 1854.
Several factors made possible this diplomatic effort: British disillusion-
ment as to the chances of trade with the Taiping rebels at Nanking,
Anglo-French diplomatic cooperation and military absorption in the
Crimean War against Russia during 1854 and 1855, and the presence in
China of an American envoy (Robert M. McLane) less suspicious of British
perfidy than his predecessor and ready to cooperate with his French and
British colleagues. By 1854 foreign opinion, on balance, had found little
to hope for from the triumph of the Taipings, and British government
policy had settled upon neutrality and non-intervention. France and the
United States concurred, and so all three powers sought to further their
interests in China through treaty revision. The result was that the three
envoys between May and November 1854 tried to get around Yeh Ming-
ch'en, who was now governor-general at Canton, by variously presenting
complaints and proposals at Foochow, Shanghai and finally, Tientsin.
These efforts facilitated the local settlement at Shanghai already noted,
but they got nowhere with the court at Peking. After February 1855,
when Palmerston came into power as prime minister, the British activists
in China grew increasingly restive.40

Yeh Ming-ch'en meanwhile had been hard put to deal with rebellion
around Canton. Stubbornly committed to resisting the British claim to
enter the city, Yeh in Western accounts became a byword for pig-headed
non-intercourse, but recent studies suggest that his real achievement
during his decade at Canton was to maintain imperial military control at
a time when nearby Kwangsi and Hunan and even the Pearl River delta
were convulsed by rebellion. Partly because of Yeh's defence of Kwang-
tung, the Taipings erupted northward from Kwangsi to the Yangtze
during 1852. Yet their example inspired a series of risings in Kwangtung.
Yeh's efforts to meet these by taxing the gentry to pay the militia coin-
cided with hard times in the Canton area. The rebellion in south China
helped divert Fukien teas and Anhwei-Kiangsu silks to the shorter export
routes to Shanghai, and so, on the old transport routes south to Canton
over the Mei-ling and other passes, boatmen and porters were conse-
quently thrown out of work. Secret societies affiliated with the Triads,
like the Small Sword Society that seized the cities of Amoy and Shanghai
in 1853, now found their chance. During 1854, the Canton region was
engulfed in the revolt of the Red Turbans (Hung-chin). The city itself
was saved from pillage only by the loyalty of the rural militia bureaux,
which were superimposed upon the local lineage (clan) structures and so

40 W. C. Costin, Great Britain and China J 8}}-1860, 141 ff., 180 ff.; J. S. Gregory, Great Britain
and the Taipings, chs. 1-4.
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246 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

could screen and organize the people while also supplying relief, con-
trolling prices, and fostering production. All this was accomplished under
gentry leadership sanctioned by the throne in principle and by the
governor-general in practice. Yeh seems to have been both upright and
vigorous in maintaining the examinations, rewarding gentry of merit, and
punishing those who committed excesses. But once the Red Turbans had
been suppressed, with executions running into scores of thousands in
1855, the Canton gentry remained in a new position of local power, able
to support their mercenary and militia forces with trade taxes, while the
peasantry were more impoverished than ever. Officially-sanctioned gentry-
led militia had been joined by gentry-paid mercenaries who too often
behaved like enemies of the common people.41

The case of the lorcha Arrow, which became a casus belli in October
1856, exhibited the hybrid features that were becoming typical of the
Anglo-Chinese relationship. As a lorcha the vessel had a foreign hull and
Chinese rig. The owner was a Chinese but he resided in Hong Kong.
The master (Thomas Kennedy) was British but the twelve crew members
were Chinese. The Arrow had been registered in Hong Kong, but this
annual registration had expired eleven days earlier, yet by a colonial
ordinance it was entitled to fly the British flag until it should return to
Hong Kong. In fact, however, the British flag was probably not flying
nor was it pulled down, and the Arrow had engaged in piracy. Yeh Ming-
ch'en claimed that his police in seizing the crew had captured with them a
notorious pirate, such as he had been executing by the hundreds. But
Consul Harry Parkes had just returned from England, where Palmerston
had agreed that Britain must take a 'high tone' and demand instant
Chinese redress for the slightest insult. The consul was backed by his
minister, the governor of Hong Kong, Sir John Bowring, a leading
liberal of the day, who had come to China first as consul at Canton.
Bowring fused his passion for free trade with Harry Parkes' resolute and
ruthless faith in gunboat diplomacy.

In October 1856 British naval forces again seized the Bogue forts, and
fought their way up to the Factories. They bombarded Yeh's yamen with one
gun at ten-minute intervals, breached the city wall, sent a raiding party
through the yamen, and generally showed their firepower. But Yeh Ming-
ch'en defied them and refused to negotiate. Rather unfairly, considering
his achievements, his wooden inflexibility in this crisis was later commemo-
rated in a local jingle:pu-chan,pu-ho,pu-shou;pu-ssu,pu-hsiang,pu-tsou, 'He

«' Wakeman, Strangers, chs. 13-15; J. Y. W. Wong, "The political career of Yeh Ming-ch'en
1807-1859' (St. Antony's College, Oxford DPhil dissertation 1971), citing archives of the
Canton governor-general's yamen captured in 1858 and now in the Public Record Office,
file FO 682; see his book, Yeb Ming-tb'm, Cambridge University Press, 1976.
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THE SECOND WAR AT CANTON 247

would not fight, he would not make peace, and he would not put up a de-
fence; he would not die, he would not surrender, and he would not flee.'42

Mutual intransigence now led into stalemate. In October 1856 Yeh had
closed the Canton custom house and trade came to a halt. In December the
Factories were burned. By late February 18 5 7 the British parliament was de-
bating Bowring's actions at Canton. Gladstone and Disraeli won a motion
against the government but in the ensuing general election, Palmerston
got a majority, which seemed to endorse the further coercion of China. Yet
in June the expeditionary force en route to China had to be diverted to help
suppress the Indian Mutiny, and so the attack on Canton was delayed until
December 1857. By that time France had joined in to avenge the judicial
murder of a missionary (Fr Chapdelaine, in Kwangsi in February
1856).

Once they were finally on the scene, the Anglo-French forces totalled
about 5,700 men. Bombarding the city on 28 December, they soon moun-
ted the Canton city walls and marched round them. On 4 January 1858,
they even sent columns through the city to capture the governor and
governor-general. They shipped the obstinate Yeh Ming-ch'en to Cal-
cutta, where he died the next year. The cautious and rather colourless
governor, Po-kuei, a Mongol who had seen more than twenty years'
service in Kwangtung, they installed in his yamen as one of the first
puppet administrators of modern times. In his name an allied commission,
naturally dominated by its one Chinese-speaking member, Harry Parkes,
governed Canton for three-and-a-half years until October 1861. This
joint administration re-opened the port to trade in February 1858 after
seventeen months' closure. It kept order within the city by sending
through the streets joint patrols of Chinese police and foreign marines,
while Chinese legal cases and other routine business continued to be dealt
with at the governor's yamen. Po-kuei's proclamations were vetted by
Parkes in a back room.

Peking blamed Yeh for the disaster. The court knew in a general way
that Governor Po-kuei was under foreign control, but did not discharge
or replace him, though others were sent to try to recapture Canton. With
purblind optimism Peking hoped that the Cantonese rural militia could
drive out the invaders, whereupon the new governor-general, Huang
Tsung-han, could assume a middle position and limit the foreigners'
demands by virtue of the implacable opposition of the populace. This was
an application of the Chinese version of popular sovereignty, that any

41 Quoted by Tu Lien-che in Arthur W. Hummel, ed. Eminent Chinese, 905. On the Arrow see
J. Y. Wong, "The Arrow incident: a reappraisal', MAS, 8.3 (1974) 373-89; J. Y. Wong,
'Harry Parkes and the Arrow War in China', ibid. 9.3 (197J) 303-20.
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MAP 9. The Peking-Tientsin area in the mid-nineteenth century

regime depends upon popular acquiescence, Heaven's mandate. As the
militants put it, 'The foundation of the state is wholly in the hearts of the
people, and this is precisely what the British are afraid of.'43 To elicit such
gentry-led popular xenophobia was not difficult, but to coerce the in-
vaders was something else. The Ch'ing government needed as always to
show its own military prowess, but this it could not do. The Kwangtung
militia bureau, which it secretly encouraged, finally mounted an attack
on the walls of Canton on 21 July 1858, only to be driven off by British
artillery. Meanwhile the peace party had prevailed at Peking, where the
treaties of Tientsin had already been accepted (see below).

With no further imperial support, the militia movement now faced the
coercion of allied patrols. By the end of 1858 these penetrated farther and
farther into the countryside around Canton, marching through the towns
and villages to show the flag of a new authority. When 700 British marines
approached a militia headquarters and were finally fired upon in January
1859, the British sent 1,300 troops and six gunboats, and in three days of

41 Memorial of Chu Feng-piao and others, presented 30 June 1858. JWSM-HF, 27.31b.
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THE SECOND WAR AT CANTON 249

fighting seized and burned the headquarters and the village that harboured
it. Militia contributions began to dry up. The Canton populace, whose
xenophobic wrath had for so long kept these strangers outside the gates,
grew accustomed to the Anglo-French maintenance of order. The gentry-
led militia movement in the countryside petered out. Here as at Shanghai
the barbarian, faute de mieux, was being accepted into the local power
structure.

T H E S E T T L E M E N T O F 1 8 5 8

Having won the test of wills at Canton, the British and French allies spent
the next two years bringing Peking to terms. The provisioning of the
expeditionary forces meant business contracts for British and American
firms. Their taipans housed and entertained the military commanders and
diplomatic envoys, to whom missionaries also offered their services.
Merchant and soldier, statesman and man of God, all formed one com-
munity, representing their civilization.

The allies began by proceeding north from Shanghai, though Peking
had told them as usual to return to Canton. In April 1858 they arrived off
Taku, at the mouth of the river below Tientsin, with several thousand
troops in sailing vessels and a score of steam gunboats. No war had been
declared; they simply demanded negotiations. In particular Elgin de-
manded that the Ch'ing negotiators have 'full powers' such as he had
from his own sovereign. This idea was strange to China and illogical given
the emperor's proximity, but it was part of Elgin's aggressive efforts to
get a binding settlement. To back it up, his gunboats broke through the
river barrier, seized the Taku forts, and ascended to Tientsin. There the
Ch'ing plenipotentiaries, after much protest, finally signed new treaties
in June 1858 with Britain, France, Russia and the United States. The
Russian and American envoys came along in their own vessels as unarmed
neutral observers and secured in similar treaties nearly all the privileges for
which the allies had fought.

The key British negotiator at Tientsin, along with T. F. Wade, was the
young interpreter, Horatio Nelson Lay, son of the first consul at Canton,
who since mid-1855 had been the principal foreign inspector in the
Shanghai customs, and was now 'on loan' from this Chinese post to
assist Lord Elgin. «• When the aged grandee, Ch'i-ying, was sent by the
court in a last-ditch effort again to work his charms upon the British, Lay,
aged twenty-six, quoted to him his own memorials to the emperor, seized in
the Canton yamen, in which Ch'i-ying had depicted the barbarians' uncouth-
44 Jack J. Gerson, Horatio Nelson Lay and Sino-Brilijb relations 18)4-1864, citing papers of Lay,

Lord Elgin and Sit F. Bruce.
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2JO THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

ness; he was accordingly discountenanced. This damaged the dynasty's
posture also, and after a trial the emperor let Ch'i-ying strangle him-
self.

Lord Elgin wanted to establish a British envoy in Peking in order to
bypass Canton and press the imperial government to enforce the treaties,
as a means not only to foster trade but also to curb the conduct of British
subjects. In China he felt bitter at those who 'for the most selfish objects,
are trampling under foot this ancient civilization'. Later he wrote, 'I have
seen more to disgust me with my fellow-countrymen than I saw during
the whole course of my previous life.' British diplomacy, he felt, having
secured the treaty privileges, must check their misuse. This view of the
Englishman's burden in China reinforced his vigorous insistence on having
a resident minister in Peking. This was his (and Lay's) own idea; both
London and the other envoys at Tientsin were willing to settle for
occasional visits to the capital; to this the court was also agreeable, pro-
viding the rules for tribute missions were followed.4*

At Peking the resident minister issue raised a furore of denunciatory
memorials from war-minded civilian officials. By asserting the equality of
sovereigns, resident ministers would topple the tribute system and so
destroy the proper order of things (t'i-chih). At an imperial conference of
23 June the largely uninformed advocates of war, confronted with the
fact of allied military power, still denounced the treaty's resident minister
clause. But it was included in the British treaty which the Ch'ing negotia-
tors signed at Tiensin on 26 June, without imperial approval, in order to
forestall an allied advance on Peking; the emperor approved the whole
treaty on 3 July.

Once this imperial edict had confirmed the treaty clauses accepted at
Tientsin, the foreign troops and diplomats departed even more quickly
than they had at Nanking in 1842. Lord Elgin sailed off to Japan to
inaugurate Anglo-Japanese relations. The new tariff and trade regula-
tions were negotiated at Shanghai in late October (signed 8 November)
by a Chinese team that included the Canton merchant-officials Wu Ch'ung-
yiieh (Howqua IV) and P'an Shih-ch'eng as well as the Shanghai taotai
Hsiieh Huan and Governor-General Ho Kuei-ch'ing (nominally at Nan-
king, actually at Ch'ang-chou). Between them these Chinese negotiators
represented both the continued Cantonese interest in the profits of foreign
trade and the Lower Yangtze officials' urgent concern for customs reve-
nues to use against the Taipings.

<5 On Elgin's struggle to control the China hands, see Immanuel C. Y. Hsu, China's entrance
into the family of nations: the diplomatic phase IS/S-ISSO, ch. 5. For quotations, T. Walrond,
Letters and journals of James, eighth Earl of Elgin, 212-15, 252-3.
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THE SETTLEMENT OF I 85 8 251

In sharp contrast the Hsien-feng Emperor now advocated a 'secret
plan' posited on the naive belief that the greedy British would give up
their treaty clauses providing for a resident minister, inland trade, inland
travel and indemnity in exchange for an imperial exemption from all
customs duties on British trade with China. This simple-minded concept,
which Hsien-feng abandoned only with reluctance, showed how little the
court understood the interests now at play in Anglo-Chinese relations.
In January 1859 Ho Kuei-ch'ing was made concurrently imperial com-
missioner in charge of Western relations: the court saw this only as sub-
stituting Shanghai for Canton, and refused Ho's suggestion that the new
post should be a full-time diplomatic job. The principal Tientsin negotia-
tor, Kuei-liang (1785-1862), now succeeded at Shanghai in persuading
Elgin to make the British minister's residence at Peking optional rather
than mandatory. In return he agreed to let the British explore the Yangtze
without waiting for the exchange of treaty ratifications. Accordingly in the
last weeks of 18 5 8 Elgin with Lay and others sailed, in a fleet of five war
steamers, 600 miles up the Yangtze past Chinkiang, Nanking, Anking
and Kiukiang to Hankow, in order to select the best new ports for trade.
This precipitate exploration of the Yangtze naturally alarmed the imperial
officials struggling there against the Taipings. (The Tientsin treaty had
provided for opening Chinkiang to trade a year after its signing but no
other ports till after the Taipings had been defeated.) Elgin's feat of ex-
ploration arranged during the Shanghai tariff settlement, suggests the
strength of the combined British and Chinese interest in trade ex-
pansion.

The improved and expanded charter of foreign privileges thus put on
paper at Tientsin and Shanghai in 18 5 8 was again chiefly a British creation.
It levied indemnities totalling about 16 million taels, roughly tripled the
number of treaty ports, confirmed the unusual right of foreign partici-
pation in China's coastal and riverine carrying trade, permitted foreign
travel in the interior under passports, opened the Yangtze (as noted
above) as far as Hankow once the rebellion had been suppressed, provided
for tariff duties of 5 per cent ad valorem (except as otherwise enumerated)
and a single transit duty payment of half that amount, urged the extension
of a unified foreign inspectorate of customs to all the ports, and finally,
legalized the opium trade. The steady growth of this trade in the midst
of disorder had reached the point where the foreign and Chinese opium
importers had jointly sought the protection of the treaty ports, where the
Chinese local authorities were now levying a regularly publicized opium
import duty.

The new treaties specified a great many other arrangements that ex-
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2J2 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

perience had shown to be desirable for foreign trade in China. But most
of all they demonstrated how far a community of interest had grown up
between the foreign merchants and their governments and the Ch'ing
officials at the treaty ports. This common interest centred around the
suppression of rebellion and the regulation of trade expansion, which
would spell profit to foreign merchants, revenue to Chinese authorities,
and survival to the dynasty.

On the British side, in his negotiations in 1858, Lord Elgin found him-
self between two interest groups: the chauvinist, expansive-minded treaty
port merchants on the one side, and on the other, certain British adminis-
trators in the foreign office, Hong Kong and the consulates, who desired
to set up a workable system of trade privileges, not too excessive for the
Chinese government to accept and thereafter maintain. Since the foreign
inspectorate of customs had proved its value as a revenue producer and a
mechanism for mediation of commercial disputes between foreign mer-
chants and Chinese tax collectors, it was one thing the negotiators of
both sides could agree upon.

THE IMPERIAL POLITY V. TRADE EXPANSION

In essence, Elgin in 1858 was demanding two things, that the China
market be opened more widely for Western commerce and that the
Chinese state enter the modern state system. In revising the treaties at
Tientsin, his major aim had been to secure the residence of an envoy at
Peking, or at least his occasional visits there, so that the system of treaty
rights could be supported by diplomatic pressure. Only a minister at
Peking, the British were convinced, could get around the Cantonese
xenophobia and secure imperial enforcement, from the centre, of the
rights of trade, travel and contact which the British merchants and mis-
sionaries desired in the provinces. (Later some diplomats would admit
that they had had an exaggerated idea of the imperial power over the
provinces.) Since the British minister did not propose to kotow at Peking,
this demand implied the end of China's age-old assumption of the em-
peror's superiority over all outside rulers. Yet the British had no desire to
weaken China's central government any more than necessary to secure
trading opportunities and a modern type of relationship. Britain wanted
no territorial control and opposed the prospect of partition or dismem-
berment of China's outlying regions. (This had already been fore-
shadowed by the Russian advance of the 1840s and 1850s down the Amur
to the Maritime Province, and into central Asia.)

On the Chinese side in 1858, the Ch'ing court faced a domestic crisis
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of rebellion that seemed all but mortal - so severe that by August i860 it
would give a Chinese, Tseng Kuo-fan, wide military and fiscal powers to
command the whole effort to destroy the Taipings in the lower Yangtze
heartland (see chapter 6). Peking's acquiescence in the Anglo-French
demands of 1858 must be seen in this context of domestic priorities. As
summarized in retrospect in January 1861, the Taiping and Nien rebels
seemed to Peking a mortal disease within the body; Russia, nibbling away
at Ch'ing territory, was a threat to the bosom; while Britain, with its
violent demands for trade, was only 'an affliction of our limbs'.46 There
was never a real alternative to appeasing the British and French by giving
them their treaties, once they showed their military superiority.

Nevertheless, the Ch'ing tradition of empire was not lightly to be given
up, least of all by the informal council of Manchu princes that met
periodically in Peking to advise the emperor. The whole court had
generally gone along with the heightened xenophobia and non-intercourse
policy of the early 1850s. Only as the allied forces advanced from Canton
to Tientsin had opinion divided into diehard and pragmatic wings. In
general, ignorant memorialists out of power were most fanatic-
ally belligerent, whereas the unhappy few who had to negotiate
were most aware of foreign firepower and most ready to counsel pru-
dence.

In particular, the Nanking governor-general, Ho Kuei-ch'ing, better
informed about the Westerners at Shanghai, recognized the strictly com-
mercial ambitions of the British and advocated a settlement with them so
as to get their help against the Taipings. Like the 'Canton interest' of
pre-treaty days, a 'Shanghai interest' had now emerged on the Chinese
side. It was represented by trade-minded Shanghai taotais like 'Samqua'
(Wu Chien-chang) and Hsiieh Huan, a Szechwanese who held principal
posts at Shanghai from 1849 and in the hierarchy of Kiangsu province
from 1858. This new breed of mercantile officials, pragmatists if not
opportunists, found an overlap of interests with ambitious British ad-
ministrators like young Lay, who had risen also as a middleman between
East and West. As the Chinese-speaking foreign inspector at Shanghai,
he had developed wide contacts with local Chinese officials. He not only
brought them mounting customs revenues but also information and
advice on the whole foreign problem. While Western merchants con-
demned his arrogance, and some consuls hated him as a rival in status,
the British authorities valued his knowledge of Chinese local affairs and
supported the extension to all ports of the foreign inspectorate principle.

•»6 Memorial o f Prince Kung and others, received 15 January 1861, 1WSM-HF, 71.18 ff.,
partly translated in Ssu-yu Teng and John K. Fairbank, China's response to the West, 48.
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2J4 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

Lay had in fact worked out the new trade regulations of 1858 with Hsiieh
Huan, which promised increased revenues just at the time when the lower
Yangtze provinces were most hard pressed for funds to combat the
Taipings. In this way Ch'ing officials in the treaty port provinces were
ready for a variety of reasons to support a peace policy at court whenever
the fortunes of war dampened the hopes of the war advocates.

Appeasement was supported first of all by the men who had to deal
with the barbarian problem. The aged Kuei-liang (1785-1862), one of the
most experienced Manchu administrators, who had been governor-
general in four different posts, had been the principal signer of the Tien-
tsin treaties. The Ch'ing commander-in-chief at Tientsin, Senggerinchin
(Seng-ko-lin-ch'in), a high Mongol retainer of the Ch'ing, submitted
starkly realistic reports of the allied military power. At the capital the
Hsien-feng Emperor's brother, I-hsin, later known to foreigners as
Prince Kung, eventually became the leading advocate of realism, in
opposition to the majority of princes. Yet once the Tientsin treaties had
been accepted and the allied withdrawal in the summer of 1858 had re-
laxed the pressure, bellicosity had re-emerged.

The main sticking point at Peking was now the issue of state-to-state
equality, the same as it had been for so long at Canton. Though impressed
by foreign power, the court could only envisage the foreign ministers
coming to Peking under the old rules for tribute envoys - wearing Chinese
costume, travelling by the post stations, escorted by Chinese officials, and
as guests of the Chinese government, once in three or five years. Anything
more than this would damage the proper dignity (t'i-cbib) of the regime.
Since the imperial rule depended so largely on its prestige, this loss of
dignity would seriously erode its basis of power in the Chinese state and
society. Even as late as March 1859 the emperor was still prescribing that
barbarian envoys coming to Peking should have a retinue of not over ten
persons, who should not bear weapons and in Peking should not ride in
sedan chairs or form a procession. *">

By mid-1859, there was a wide gap between this intransigence at Peking
and the practical Sino-foreign collaboration then going on at Canton and
Shanghai. As would be the case in 1900, the treaty system continued to
function in commercial centres under foreign naval domination while
being violently opposed at the political-ideological centre of the empire,
in Peking. At Canton the failure of the militia movement to expel the
barbarians led to the recall of Huang Tsung-han as imperial commissioner
to recover Canton in May 1859. In that month the puppet-governor (Po-

•" On Ch'ing policy considerations, see Hsu, China's entrance, chs. 6-7; and Masataka Banno,
China and the West IS;8-I86I: the origins 0/ the Tsungli Yamen, 29-30.
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kuei) died and the post of Canton governor and acting governor-general
was formally given to a moderate, Lao Ch'ung-kuang, who was capable
of pursuing China's interest while cooperating with the allied commission.

As one example of the Sino-foreign cooperation necessitated by the
conditions of the time, Lao joined with Parkes and Alcock, who was now
British consul at Canton, to try to control the coolie trade. By 1859 the
evils in this trade had reached frightening proportions. British interest in
securing contract labour to work in colonial areas like the British West
Indies had led during the 1850s to a dual policy, first, to encourage China
to relax its ban on emigration and second, to devise regulations to mitigate
the evils attending it. But now Chinese crimps in Canton were seizing
people in broad daylight just outside their doors in order to sell them to
the foreign coolie shippers. Righteous Chinese mobs killed some kid-
nappers and Chinese officials executed others. Yet local unemployment,
destitution and the demand and opportunity overseas, all combined to
keep the emigration going. The problem was how to inspect and regulate
the procedures so that legitimate emigration might occur without kid-
napping and coercion.

For this purpose Governor-General Lao in effect legalized emigration
locally, and eventually British and Chinese officials jointly supervised the
licensing and inspection of emigration houses ('barracoons') and the free
signing of contracts in their presence. This Canton system, however, was
flouted by other foreigners and Chinese, at Macao and places on the coast
beyond the control of Lao or Parkes, where receiving ships traded in ' pigs'
or human exports, much as they had formerly handled opium imports.48

The attempt to control this Sino-foreign connivance in a public evil
gave the Chinese and British local authorities still another common interest.

Meantime at Shanghai Ho Kuei-ch'ing, as the new imperial com-
missioner in charge of relations with the treaty powers, continued to work
out the details of the amplified treaty system. For this purpose he had
welcomed H. N. Lay back from Elgin's staff, explaining to Peking that
because Lay was so vigorous against smuggling and consequently so un-
popular as customs inspector, he had gone with Elgin, and at Tientsin
had 'made a great display of violence and ingratiated himself'; yet on
return to Shanghai 'was as compliant as ever in our employ'.49 Ho's
appointment to handle foreign relations had also brought the Shanghai
trade-minded officials into power. The Shanghai taotai Wu Hsu in
February instructed Lay to hire foreign customs personnel with a guaran-
«• Robert Lee Irick, 'Ch'ing policy toward the coolie trade, 1847-1878' (Harvard University

PhD dissertation, 1971) 110-61.
« Memorial of Ho Kuei-ch'ing received 5 October 1858, IWSM-Hlr, $0.44 ff.; Swisher,

China's management, 522.
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2j6 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

tee of three-years' salary. On 23 May 1859, Ho Kuei-ch'ing, as imperial
commissioner finally appointed Lay to be chief inspector of customs (or
inspector-general, as Lay translated it) to carry out rule 10 of the Trade
Regulations: that 'one uniform system shall be enforced at every port',
the person appointed to administer it being quite independent of the
British or any other foreign government. Lay had already accompanied
Elgin up the Yangtze in late 1858 as his interpreter and had been in the
south to discuss setting up foreign inspectorates at the other ports. In
May 1859 a k ° t n e Canton Hoppo, Heng-ch'i, had asked that a foreign
inspectorate be established there. He had got advice from taotai Wu Chien-
chang and his successor Wu Hsu at Shanghai. The upshot was that Lay
brought the Shanghai regulations to Canton, saw Lao Ch'ung-kuang
and Heng-ch'i, and got the Canton customs to adopt the Shanghai rules
from 24 October 1859. In December the throne received Lao's conclu-
sion that in order to levy duties on the Canton trade, in the face of Sino-
foreign collusion, the only way was 'to follow the Shanghai system and
employ foreigners to control foreigners'. Consul Alcock at Canton had
meanwhile transferred a young interpreter, Robert Hart, from the allied
commission back to the consulate. (On 30 June i860, Hart would resign
from the British service to work for Lay in the Canton customs.)'0 All
this had gone forward before the rupture at Taku in June 1859. China's
foreign relations were running on two tracks.

The unexpected hostilities off the mouth of the Peiho at Taku below
Tientsin in June 1859, when treaty ratifications were expected to be ex-
changed at Peking, were partly due to imperfect communications. Seng-
gerinchin had fortified Taku with foreign cannon and expected the
envoys to take a route to the north via Pei-t'ang. But the British and French
envoys' instructions called for entering Taku and this, when challenged,
they tried to do by force. Inadequately prepared and with their landing
force soon stuck in the mud, on the tidal flat, the British suffered 432
casualties and lost four gunboats. The British minister, Sir Frederick
Bruce, Elgin's younger brother, later admitted that his right to go to
Peking as provided in the treaty he brought for ratification, was not yet
legally established. The real issue, as usual, was a test of wills.

This unexpected Ch'ing victory at Taku put the war advocates at Peking
again in the ascendant. In August 1859 the Tientsin treaties were abrogated
so as to avoid the four things still most distasteful - permanent diplomatic
representation in Peking, opening of the Yangtze to trade, foreign travel

5° IWSM-HF, 45.37-37I3, memorial received i December 1859. By October the Hoppo Heng-
ch'i had invited Hart to be deputy commissioner at Canton, see enc. 1 in Canton's 39, FO
682/178J. Lay's appointment as inspector-general was reconfirmed by Prince Kung with
imperial approval in January 1861.
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in the interior, and an indemnity. These things were not in the American
treaty, and the American minister (John E. Ward) had exchanged treaty
ratifications in Peking on 16 August 1859, by dint of travelling there from
Pei-t'ang with a small retinue by cart, tribute style. The court wanted
Britain and France to follow this example.

In London the Taku fiasco raised doubts in Parliament as to the need
for a resident minister, but the Russell government wound up asserting
its absolute necessity. Taku sanctioned the British hard line. Elgin had
earlier been feted in London for opening China with minimal bloodshed;
now he had to go back and really do it. The Anglo-French response to the
Taku defeat was to bring back to north China in the summer of i860 an
even larger expeditionary force - over 60 French ships with 6,300 troops,
143 British transports with 10,500 troops, plus a formidable Cantonese
coolie corps of 2,500 men recruited from the Hong Kong underworld.
The allied plenipotentiaries, Lord Elgin and Baron Gros, refused all
negotiations at Shanghai. Their 200 sail converged upon the coast out-
side Tientsin and on 1 August they landed unopposed at Pei-t'ang, north
of Taku. Thence they soon reduced the heavily defended Taku forts and
on 2 5 August began entering Tientsin.

T H E SETTLEMENT OF i 8 6 0

Just as Elgin had relied upon Lay to play the 'uncontrollably fierce
barbarian' in 1858, so he now relied upon Parkes as his chief interpreter
and representative. The durable Kuei-liang and other Peking envoys came
to Tientsin to propose terms, but the court tried as stubbornly as ever to
salvage the essential elements of tributary procedure, proposing that the
foreign envoys (even with 400 guards of their own) should be escorted to
Peking and lodged and supplied there according to the Ch'ing regulations.
While exchanging communications, the allies refused to stop their advance
or consider any terms until they reached T'ung-chou, the head of canal
navigation a dozen miles east of Peking. Negotiating there with Parkes
on 17 September the Manchu prince (Tsai-yiian, the sixth Prince I) who
had now superseded Kuei-liang, found that the allies demanded an im-
perial audience to exchange ratifications. At the same time the allies found
Senggerinchin's troops had prepared an ambush, and therefore attacked
them. Thus 18 September was a breaking point. Parkes and his party of
twenty-five British and thirteen Frenchmen were seized and jailed in irons.
On 21 September the allied forces defeated the imperial troops again,
closer to Peking, and next day the emperor fled beyond the Wall to Jehol,
leaving his brother Prince Kung to pick up the pieces.
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258 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

Parkes was held and pressured, though not actually tortured, for three
weeks while Elgin and Gros had to temporize, awaiting munitions from
Tientsin. Since Harry Parkes, now aged thirty-two, had been the chief
foreigner in the government of Canton for two-and-a-half years, the
bitter-end resisters at Peking not unnaturally prized him as a powerful
chieftain. They sent his erstwhile colleague as Hoppo at Canton, Heng-
ch'i, to reason with him every day. In the final crunch, when the distant
emperor ordered the execution of the hostages, Heng-ch'i got Parkes and
twelve others out alive. The rest were killed, and Elgin and Gros, deter-
mined to penalize the emperor personally and ostentatiously, burned his
summer palace, Yuan Ming Yuan, north-west of the city, which had
already been looted by the foreign armies.

Peking in the autumn of i860 saw a diplomatic tangle. French rivalry
with Britain was intense in Europe at this time. Thirsting for empire, the
French were already getting a lodgment in Vietnam while standing forth in
China as the protectors of Roman Catholic Christianity.5' Meanwhile skilful
Russian diplomats, playing both sides to their own interest, had advised
both the allied invaders and the Ch'ing defenders. The Russian Orthodox
Church mission in Peking gave them an inside vantage point from which to
try to mediate, or seem to mediate, between the antagonists while they sought
confirmation of their own territorial claims in the north-east (see chapter 7).
In the local pecking order the Americans were near bottom, having
exchanged treaty ratifications in 1859 in an ignominious fashion, while
the British, bearing the major burden, were at the top and called the tune.

I-hsin, Prince Kung (1833-98), had grown up quite close to his half-
brother the Hsien-feng Emperor and at first had been quite warlike; in
now favouring compromise with the invaders he found himself in a
minority at court. At the age of twenty-seven, inexperienced outside the
capital, he now had to juggle the fate of the dynasty. With the advice of
more experienced Manchus, especially Kuei-liang and Heng-ch'i, he
negotiated the Conventions of Peking, which confirmed the 1858 treaty
documents while adding to the indemnities and ceding to Britain the
Kowloon peninsula at Hong Kong. Winter was approaching, supplies
were dwindling, and Elgin and Gros were under pressure of circum-
stance to withdraw their forces. In November i860, soon after the con-
ventions were signed, the Anglo-French forces departed, leaving behind
only a garrison at Tientsin. British diplomacy was thenceforth devoted to
supporting the party of Sino-foreign peace and compromise, now headed
by Prince Kung. The British had avoided a blockade which would have
harmed the trading class with whom they were dealing so successfully in

SI John F. Cady, The roots of French imperialism in eastern Asia.
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THE SETTLEMENT OF i 8 6 0 2 5 9

the south. Now they sought to strengthen the power holders in Peking
with whom they had made their settlement. Thus was confirmed the
beginning of another era of synarchy.

The final turn towards the new order was not taken for another year.
The Hsien-feng Emperor refused to return to Peking, thus avoiding the
issue of audience and the kotow from the foreign ministers resident
there. In August 1861 he died, and the leading princes at Jehol took power
as co-regents for the new child-emperor. But in November the two em-
presses dowager acting with Prince Kung in a coup d'itat seized the regent
princes and executed their main rivals for power (see chapter 9). A new
leadership thus took control of the dynasty. It now dealt with new foreign
envoys in Peking and new Chinese commanders of armies battling the
Taipings in central China. The invaders were pacified, but Ch'ing survival
still depended on suppressing the great rebellion.

Further study should show that the major event of the late 1850s
in China's foreign relations, unremarked beneath the eye-catching
manoeuvres of gunboats, soldiers and diplomats, was the build-up of the
Sino-foreign trading community. The volume and value of trade increased,
even though erratically, in this period of warfare and instability, while
personnel emerged on both sides capable of working together for com-
mon ends: merchants, compradors and treaty port mandarins on the
Chinese side; merchants, consular officers and missionaries on the foreign
side. Thus the English-educated Cantonese, Tong King-sing, who would
later be Jardine's chief comprador and then head of Li Hung-chang's
Chinese government steamship line, was interpreter and chief secretary
in the Shanghai customs from 1857 to 1861. Hsiieh Huan, the Shanghai
taotai from 1857, would be governor of Kiangsu and imperial com-
missioner in 1860-2 and in the Tsungli Yamen at Peking in 1863-7.
Examples could be multiplied.

The unequal treaty system thus inaugurated by gunboat diplomacy -
meaning military and naval coercion-gave to the foreign treaty powers a
considerable measure of sovereign licence in China. These features were
established by i860: consular jurisdiction over treaty power nationals
(extraterritoriality), foreign administrative control of concession areas in
treaty ports, foreign warships in Chinese waters and troops on Chinese
soil, foreign shipping in China's coastal trade and inland navigation, and
tariffs limited by treaty. In later years additional foreign rights and
privileges would further reduce the scope of Chinese sovereignty."

52 For various definitions of the scope of the unequal treaties see Hungdah Chiu, 'Comparison
of the Nationalist and Communist Chinese views of unequal treaties', in J. A. Cohen, ed.
China'1 practice of international law.
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z6o THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

Superior foreign power - commercial, financial, military, industrial and
technological generally - would increasingly impinge upon China's
traditional society, state and culture with devastating effect.

In looking back over the first phase of this process, we may note
several aspects of Ch'ing weakness: first, Ch'ing military power and
administrative capacity vis-a-vis the Western powers disintegrated in an
era dominated by domestic rebellions. Internal disorder (nei-luan) truly
invited foreign trouble (ivai-huari). Second, the underlying weakness was
intellectual-institutional, that is, an habituated ignorance of foreign
realities and a wilful refusal to take them into account. This was evidenced
most notably in the purblind adherence to an imperial polity of asserted
supremacy over all foreign sovereigns. Peking refused intercourse on equal
terms until it was perforce extorted on unequal terms.

The treaty system after i860 must be viewed as a special sector of the
Chinese polity in which Chinese sovereignty was not extinguished, but
was overlaid or supplanted by that of the treaty powers. In the traditional
sector of the political economy throughout the hinterland, there was
little immediate change. Similarly in relations with nearby states tribute
missions continued to come to Peking as though nothing had happened.
Between i860 and 1894 tribute was presented from Korea in twenty-five
years, from Liu-ch'iu in eight years, from Annam (Vietnam) in five years,
from Nepal four times and from Burma once. But meanwhile in the modern
growth sector along the coasts and up the navigable rivers, and especially
in the treaty ports, a new mixed polity took shape. Gunboats represented
the foreign authority in the treaty ports and on the water routes. This
growth of foreign military power in China later inspired the gradual
building up of Ch'ing military forces with Western arms, eventually with
steamships to form a navy, but it was too late to keep the foreigner out.

In its economic aspects, the mixed Sino-foreign order was at first
mainly confined to the foreign trade, where Chinese merchants joined with
their foreign counterparts. There was also a foreign consular element in
the administration of the new cities that grew up at the ports. Since the
British minister at Peking and his consuls in the treaty ports, with their
nearby gunboats of the Royal Navy, now formed a constituent element in
the Chinese power structure, it was perfectly feasible for the Chinese
Maritime Customs Service under its inspector-general to work closely
with both the Chinese and the foreign elements. One must think back to
the rich repertoire of historical precedents for the use of non-Chinese to
control China's foreign trade. After the Mongol conquest of the Southern
Sung, for example, the ortaq ('partners') or corporations of central Asian
muslim merchants, who exercised tax-farming privileges in a 'partnership
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THE SETTLEMENT OF i 8 6 0 261

with the Mongolian nobility', began by the late 1280s to play 'the leading
ro l e . . . in maritime commerce'.53 After i860, the customs commissioners
in the ports were administrative colleagues of the Chinese superintendents
of customs, but social confreres of the foreign consuls. Robert Hart, at
Peking, was an employee of the Tsungli Yamen and adviser of its head,
Prince Kung, but at the same time a fellow national and close adviser also
of the British minister.

THE TREATY SYSTEM IN PRACTICE

As the Manchu negotiators, the young Prince Kung and his aged col-
leagues Kuei-liang and Wen-hsiang, dealt with the British in the late
autumn of i860 they began to see how the dynastic interest could be
preserved in the face of civil war and foreign invasion. While the allied
forces withdrew from north China, the British secured Ch'ing permission
to inaugurate trade on the Yangtze beyond Chinkiang to Hankow, with-
out waiting for the suppression of rebellion there as required in the treaty.
This ultra-treaty concession represented a convergence of motives: Lord
Elgin and the new British minister, his younger brother Sir Frederick
Bruce, could meet the Shanghai merchants' demand for access to China's
vast interior market; the Chinese provincial authorities battling the
Taipings could count on an increase of maritime customs revenue to be
collected on the Yangtze trade at Shanghai, and the Ch'ing dynasty, as
Prince Kung put it, 'not only need not worry about [the British] being
harmful but on the contrary might even make use of them'.*4 T. F. Wade
surmised Peking's reasoning to be that since British trade privileges had
been granted by Peking, Taiping taxation of trade would be resisted and
Taiping-British hostility would result.

With Peking's permission a British expedition led by Harry Parkes with
Admiral Hope and ten naval vessels went up the Yangtze in February-
March 1861 and arranged for British trade, under passes granted by the
customs, with the ports of Chinkiang, Kiukiang and Hankow. Arms were
specially controlled. The Taipings at Nanking also agreed to permit
British trade on the River. Duties on the new Yangtze trade were to be
collected at Shanghai or Chinkiang. But the Yangtze trade at once in-
creased the problem of customs regulation. British and American mer-
chants were securing special consular permits to fly their national flags
on hired Chinese vessels carrying teas down the Yangtze. This concession

53 Herbert Franz Schurmann, Economic structure 0/ the Yuan dynasty, 4 , 224.
54 1WSM-UF, 70.5. Britten Dean, China and Great Britain: tie diplomacy of commercial relations,

1860-1Si4.
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262 THE CREATION OF THE TREATY SYSTEM

to foster legal trade was soon being used by unscrupulous foreign
smugglers ' to evade native customs by hoisting the British flag . . . and
evade Maritime Customs by posing . . . as native craft'."

Bruce and Prince Kung, aided by Hart, negotiated new trade rules in
mid-1861: British trade on inland waters was facilitated while the evils of
smuggling and selling contraband to rebels were discouraged. Prince
Kung reported to the throne that 'in this rapprochement Hart (Ho-te)
has been of the greatest help. Although a foreigner, Hart is naturally well-
bred and agreeable and what he says makes a lot of sense. He is also very
eager to get the inspector general's salary, and so is quite willing to work
hard as an intermediary. 'sfi

From this time policy disputes between aggressive British merchants
and their government became a regular phenomenon. Lord Elgin in
1858 had exhumed from the Hong Kong archives the 1852 report of
W. H. Mitchell which argued that China's commercial self-sufficiency
made the merchants' hopes for enormous sales in China quite illusory.
With all trade barriers removed, prophesied Lord Elgin, 'the machino-
facturing West will be in presence of a population the most universally
and laboriously manufacturing of any on the earth'.s? Hopes should not
be too high. But both the British and the Ch'ing had extremist elements to
contend with and try to keep within bounds. The British administrators'
main problem was to placate the firms that invoked doctrines of free trade
as the sanction for exploitation of Chinese markets by every means avail-
able, legal and illegal. Meanwhile the Ch'ing had to contend not only with
patriotic or xenophobic scholar-gentry who wanted to drive off the
British but also with the very different element of 'Chinese traitors',
traders and opium smugglers who put profit above all.

By the early 1860s the treaty system's potentialities were becoming
evident: not only were foreigners dominant in China's foreign trade and
exchange; foreign land renters owned real estate in trading centres like
Tientsin and Hankow as well as Canton and Shanghai, which were be-
coming China's major cities; foreign steamships, the latest product of
technological progress, competed with Chinese junks in coastal and
riverine waters by offering greater speed and protection against piracy and
better arrangements for insurance; foreign merchants by securing transit
passes that exempted foreign-owned goods from likin charges could be

« Dean, 54.
' 6 1WSM-HF, 79.21. For Hart's earliest available Chinese correspondence as a Ch'ing official

(in a florid but precise style), see the papers of the Shanghai taotai Wu Hsil, Wu Hsu tang-an-
cbung ti T'ai-p'ing T'ien-kuo sbib-liao bswm-cbi, 204.

57 Quoted by Nathan A. Pelcovits, Old China bands and tbe foreign office, 18, from Elgin's address
at Shanghai, in FO 17/287.
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the patrons of Chinese merchants inland; the treaty tariff strictly limited
China's taxation of foreign trade while the new Maritime Customs Service
would ensure equal terms of competition and provide modern harbour
and navigation facilities, trade statistics and some mediation of disputes;
meanwhile, the increasing speed of steamships and extension of the
telegraph and cable by degrees from Europe to the Far East brought the
China trade more fully into the world market and subject to its vicissi-
tudes. Protected by extraterritoriality in both his person and his property,
the foreigner in China was thus in a position after i860 to sustain and aug-
ment his role as part of the empire's multi-racial ruling class. The result
was less an exploitation of China in a colonial style - which would have
stressed the extracting of raw materials and profits and providing of jobs
for a Western officialdom - than it was a privileged foreign participation
in the attempted Westernization of Chinese life. This was to have psycho-
logical repercussions at least as important as the economic effects. By
default of the conservative mandarinate and scholar-gentry, foreigners
within the gates were in a position, or so they hoped, to become in some
cases 'modernizers' of the country.58

s8 On Robert Hart's efforts see The IG in Peking. Letters of Robert Hart, Chinese maritime customs,
18(8-1907, ed. by John K. Fairbank, Katharine Frost Bruner, and Elizabeth Macleod
Matheson. On the subsequent frustration of many treaty port ambitions, see Rhoads Murphey,
The outsiders: the Western experience in India and China.
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